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A1. 
News & Sport 

 
bbc.co.uk/news and bbc.co.uk/sport are key to maintaining the reach and impact of 
BBC journalism and sports news, as new technology and delivery systems promote 
greater convenience, personalisation and participation.  Whilst linear television 
remains the BBC’s primary way of reaching news and sports audiences and radio 
plays a significant role, both of these platforms have reached maturity.  
bbc.co.uk/news maintains the core news values of accuracy, impartiality and 
independence, but the online delivery mechanism enables a deeper relationship with 
audiences.  To develop on-demand journalism the BBC has designed an integrated 
offer to create an outstanding BBC journalism-wide proposition around news, sport, 
weather and information maximising the unique 3x3 dimensions: local, UK-wide and 
international; video, audio and text. 
 
The additional value to the licence fee payer of online content is clear.  Over the last 
few years bbc.co.uk/news has consistently been rated the ‘best online site for news 
and current affairs’1.  News, Sport and Weather are by far the most popular websites 
in their categories in the UK – News with 6 million unique users per week, and Sport 
reaching 5 million and weather 3 million2.  The three sites have over the last year 
been the brands with the highest brand recall in their category. 
 
Summary of Content 
 
News and sport online content benefits from a multi-media platform that combines 
text, images, graphics and a wide range of audio and video content to deliver a rich 
user environment. 
 
BBC News website (http://news.bbc.co.uk) is organised into 14 top-level sections 
(listed below), each of which has its own index page linking to current stories. Many 
sections also have sub-sections with more specific content.  The main news site 
delivers about 320 text stories per day, and publishes 24/7, with indices updated 
whenever a relevant story is published or modified.  In addition to the permanent 
sections, specials are routinely produced to editorially aggregate and present the 
best content – from the BBC and elsewhere – around major news stories.  
 

• World • Politics 
• UK • Health 
• England • Education 
• Northern Ireland • Science/Nature 
• Scotland • Technology 
• Wales • Entertainment 
• Business • Also in the news 

 
The BBC News site includes a wide range of programme support sites, including 
Breakfast, the Ten, News 24, Panorama, From Our Own Correspondent, Question 
Time, Newsnight and Newsround.  The role of the News site has been to promote the 
best content from these areas, encouraging users to read about upcoming 
programmes, to make an appointment to watch them, or to see them again online.  

                                                
1 Pan-BBC Tracking Survey (PBTS) 
2 Sage E-metrics, September 2007 

http://news.bbc.co.uk
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Newsround has its own dedicated team producing news for a younger audience, 
while a Programmes team within the News site’s staff has helped to support many of 
the other propositions.  Some programmes, like Newsnight, have chosen to improve 
their online service by putting in place dedicated staff.  Some of the programme 
support sites, including the Ten and News 24, have closed due to low usage and 
insufficient distinctive content.  Moving forward, the BBC will build on this by focusing 
on fewer, better programme support sites for key brands.  These will have better 
designs and more functionality, and content from them will be promoted more 
consistently by the main News site and on the mobile service, and will focus on 
delivering news in text, audio and video to the hard to reach 16-24 audience. 
 
Audio and video are available throughout the site via links on indices, text stories and 
a dedicated Audio and Video index with a wide range of content.  Once stories 
(including video) are dropped from indices they remain available via search and other 
means.  Almost all text content is free-standing, apart from programme-support 
pages.  Audio/video packages and clips are mainly taken from News 24, BBCi and 
the various television bulletins, but they are normally consumed in the context of text 
stories – with exceptions being on-demand access to full news and current affairs 
programmes and programme highlights.  A range of audio/video content is produced 
especially for the internet on a daily basis, e.g. longer cuts of interviews, video diaries 
and ‘show and tells’. There are also live simulcasts of News 24 and BBC Parliament. 
 
bbc.co.uk/sport has already overtaken sport on BBC radio in terms of reach3  and is 
growing rapidly amongst sports audiences, reflecting the desire for sport content to 
be accessible where and when people want it.  The front page has links to top-level 
sections for all major sports and competitions and for the nations.  The site offers 
about 7,000 hours of live coverage every year, including the Olympics, World Cup, 
Commonwealth Games and niche and local sports; on-demand access to rights-
cleared cuts of key television programmes (e.g. Football Focus 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/football/football_focus/default.stm); and highlights of 
past matches.  The BBC Sport website also offers a wide range of on-demand video 
and audio clips, and scores and stats are automatically updated via data feeds from 
external suppliers around the clock. bbc.co.uk/sport provides access to a greater 
range and depth of sports coverage than is available on BBC linear television. 
 
In addition to the main sections around key sports, the site includes a separate user-
generated content site, 606, related to the main Sport offering and enabling people to 
creat their own content on a range of sports.  It also carries programme support 
pages for Television output such as Match of the Day and Inside Sport with rights-
cleared on-demand access to key segments, and for Radio such as the Test Match 
Special blog; and features such as Sport Academy, aimed at encouraging 
participation in sports; interactive games; comprehensive statistics for major sports; 
and team specific pages. 
 
bbc.co.uk/weather has been in operation for nine years and is the third most used 
site on bbc.co.uk, used by over 3 million unique users per week4.  Users are able to 
obtain localised forecasts by entering a town/postcode in the UK, or a town/city in the 
world.  The site includes a wide range of data-driven content such as the five day 
forecast and weather charts, as well as educational and leisure-related specialist 
weather content.  It also offers BBC national and local weather reports.  Forecasts 
are updated twice per hour, 24/7, and UK and shipping forecasts are updated four 
times per day.  The Interactive team also oversees weather content on the WAP 
                                                
3 Sage E-metrics, RAJAR Q3 07, based on bbc.co.uk/sport and 5 live radio figures 
4 Sage E-metrics, September 2007 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/football/football_focus/default.stm
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mobile site and other interactive platforms.  bbc.co.uk/weather site is largely a stand-
alone proposition. 
 
Nations and Regions’ news and sport content5 on bbc.co.uk comprises: 
• News – includes 56 local sub-sections with content and indices contributed by 

Nations and Regions; together these account for about 190 stories per day – 
about 60% of The BBC News website’s output). 

• Sport – includes dedicated sections for each of the UK nations 
• Nations sites – the primary focus is the aggregation of news, sport and weather 

(which can also be accessed by the above sites), plus additional genres / 
themes designed to reflect and support the cultural life of the nations. 

• 60 Where I Live sites: carry local news, including video material from regional 
television bulletins, audience comments, sport, travel, weather and message 
boards.  These largely complement BBC local radio and offer a BBC voice 
where there is no local radio presence. 

 
Accessing Content 
 
All key text content is available on mobile WAP site, BBCi and Ceefax, enabling 
audiences to use the BBC’s services when and where they choose.  The news and 
sports sites, including video and audio material, are available in a repurposed form 
for users of mobile devices. 
 
The News Front Page enables users to set their location, to obtain more localised 
content.  There is extensive linking to external sites on news and sport stories 
through News Tracker (an automated system that tracks other sites’ news coverage) 
as well as editorially-added links to relevant organisations. Local news pages on 
bbc.co.uk often link to local newspapers. 
 
Target Audiences 
 
The BBC’s journalism reaches 85% of the population each week (over 41m adults in 
UK6). But since 2001, television news’ reach has fallen by 5% to 69%.  16-34s in 
particular are increasingly difficult to reach on television even when big news stories 
break7.  Over the same period, BBC Radio News’ reach has remained steady at just 
over 50%8  The decline in reach of television News has been driven by lower reach 
amongst the under 35s and C2DEs, and interactive media present an opportunity to 
connect with these harder to reach audiences.  The BBC News website is starting to 
fill the gap – reach has grown rapidly (up 200% since 2004) to 12%, or 6 million 
unique users per week9. bbc.co.uk is key to maintaining the reach and impact of BBC 
journalism, particularly among under-served younger, C2DEs and nations audiences.  
 
News & Sport – Key Facts 
• The main news site publishes about 320 text stories per day (about 60% from 

Nations & Regions), and the main sport site about 110 stories.  
• The sport site publishes around 30 audio/video clips per day and offers about 

7000 hours per year of live video. 
• The Business section provides thousands of automatically-updated pages with 

up-to-date financial data from the world’s markets. 
                                                
5 See also separate Nations and Regions annex 
6 Pan BBC Tracking Survey, PBTS 
7 BARB 
8 RAJAR 
9 Sage E-metrics, September 2007 
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• The News website publishes about 120 on-demand video clips per day, with 
some two thirds coming from Nations and Regions sites. 

• Most content is available permanently – the archive currently contains around 
800,000 text stories, 130,000 video clips, and 100,000 audio clips.  These are 
findable through the site’s search facility. 

Usage and Performance 
• The news site has by far the highest reach in its category in the UK.  In Q3 2007 

it had an overall Net Promoter score of +65, with the dedicated AV portal scoring 
+55 and News Magazine scoring +6510. 

• bbc.co.uk/sport reaches 5-6 million UK users per week.  It has already overtaken 
the reach of sport on BBC radio and is growing rapidly.  40 percent of the sport 
online universe has visited the BBC sports site11. 

• During the recent floods, the relevant Where I Live sites offered a key public 
service with news and information of crucial local interest. 

• In October 2007, there were 17 million page impressions on the BBC News 
website via WAP and 54.6 million on the BBC Sport website – increases of 5% 
and 31% on the previous quarter.  Weather received 4.4 million page impressions 
in October 2007, down from its peak usage during the summer floods12 

Outcomes 
• Over the last few years BBC News has consistently been rated the ‘best online 

site for News’13. 
• BBC News and BBC Sport are by far the most popular websites in their 

categories within the UK, with over 6 million (News) and 5 million (Sport) unique 
users14.  

• There is significant user engagement, with the Have Your Say site publishing 
over 150,000 audience comments per month and interaction elsewhere across 
the offering, e.g. blogs and message boards. 

• In the mobile platform, over the last year BBC News has consistently been one of 
the top three brands for brand recall in its category. BBC Sport and Weather 
achieve the highest brand recall in their respective categories.  

• The site seeks to draw on the wider internet, with automatically-generated links to 
alternative views of the stories covered generating around 800,000 clicks per 
month from the News and Sport sites15. 

 
News & Sport and the Public Purposes 
 
The BBC’s online provision of news and sports content makes a significant 
contribution to the delivery of the public purposes. The content sets standards of 
independence, impartiality and accuracy, and is available, uniquely, free to view 
without commercial pressures. The BBC’s online offer covers a range of topics and 
depth of analysis and context not widely available in the market. In addition, the 
internet, with its combination of different media (text, video and audio) and interactive 
functionality, enables the BBC to build a two-way relationship with audiences and 
deliver the public purposes in new ways. 

 
By delivering impartial and trusted coverage of news and analysis of current events 
to audiences who are less well-served by traditional BBC television and radio 

                                                
10 bbc.co.uk Pulse, Q3 2007. 
11 Nielsen/Netratings Netview, September 2007 
12 Sage E-metrics 
13 PBTS 
14 Sage E-metrics, September 2007 
15 Sage E-metrics 
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services, notably the young, the online news and sport services help to sustain 
citizenship and civil society.  News output helps inform audiences about current 
affairs, and encourages engagement with the democratic process at the UK, national, 
regional and local levels.  The potential of the internet for interactivity is used to 
provide arenas for informed debate about news, current affairs and topical issues at 
all levels, and enables direct and active audience participation with the news and its 
underlying issues, e.g. Have Your Say.  Audiences are able to ‘personalise’ news 
and sport content and access it on-demand, thereby maximising opportunities to 
consume BBC content. 
 
Up-to-the-minute comprehensive news and sport coverage is provided, including 
through the Where I Live sites, so that online news and sport reflects the UK’s 
nations, regions and communities.  The high level of user engagement ensures 
that a range of voices is taken into account.  In-depth, engaging coverage of a wide 
range of sports, from the biggest events to niche and local UK sports, helps to 
encourage participation by all and stimulate creativity and cultural excellence. 
 
In addition to UK, nations, regional and local content, the BBC News website also 
provides extensive coverage of international events for UK users, drawing on the 
BBC’s extensive network of journalists around the world.  The site also offers tailored 
international versions for users in other parts of the world.  This contributes in an 
informative and engaging way to bringing the world to the UK and the UK to the 
world. 
 
As well as providing in-depth, informative coverage of news and sport, where 
relevant bbc.co.uk/news helps users explore the wider internet, providing navigation 
and links to other material hosted on bbc.co.uk and external sites.  This promotes 
education and learning, and provides a rich background to major news stories and 
sports coverage. 
 
News and Sport – Selected Awards 
bbc.co.uk/news 
• Webbys: jury’s award and People’s Voice, 2007, 2006, 2005; and the jury’s 

award in 2004 
• BAFTA: Best News Website, 2000  
• Online News Association: General Excellence in Journalism, 2004 
bbc.co.uk/sport 
• Webbys: sport category, 2004  
• BAFTA: News and Sport Category, 2004 (England’s exit from Euro 2004) 
• RTS: Digital content category, 2006 
• Sport Industry Awards: best use of digital media, 2007 
 
News & Sport and the Public Service Characteristics 
 
This section explores how bbc.co.uk/news and bbc.co.uk/sport content bears the 
public service characteristics – distinctive, innovative, high quality, original, 
challenging, engaging and nurturing UK talent. 
 
The bbc.co.uk/news website offers an innovative service in terms of both online 
content and products and the user interface.  For example, innovative content has 
included online delivery of election coverage, with a colour-coded interactive map of 
the UK with real-time results.  The site has also experimented with the use of local 
video content, and blogging, to increase local engagement with the site, and has 
harnessed new technologies to deliver news – for example new Jivesoft software for 
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Have Your Say that enables audiences to publish comments with only reactive post-
moderation.  The site has been ambitious in experimenting with new distribution 
technologies and formats, trialling podcasting and vodcasting, driving innovation 
which has then been taken up as standard practice in the wider industry, as with 
driving innovations such as RSS feeds throughout the site, and inviting audience 
contributions in all formats to the Yourpics email address, which have subsequently 
become widespread across the industry.  Sport delivers innovative sports content 
and functionality around big events, often in partnership with external agencies.  For 
instance it was the first site to use computer graphics for virtual replay technology to 
recreate football highlights, including the ability to view the action from the 
perspective of different players.  This was provided by an independent production 
company, SportFlashBack.  BBC Sport has also provided the most comprehensive 
and ground-breaking broadband streaming services around big events such as the 
2004 Olympics, Wimbledon, the Commonwealth Games, and the football World Cup.   
 
The breadth and depth of coverage at local, national and international levels, free of 
advertising for UK users, makes the BBC News site distinctive, calling on the BBC’s 
extensive news-gathering and output resources.  The service is distinctive in offering 
a holistic and interlinked news service with local, UK-wide and international news, all 
with video, audio and text.  The service commands authority, providing explanation, 
background and analysis from BBC correspondents in the UK and across the world.  
The site’s interactivity harnesses the internet to explain better the detail of issues and 
stories through interactive guides.  Integration with radio and television, particularly in 
the Nations and Regions service, provides a service unmatched by other 
broadcasters.  BBC Sport provides independent and authoritative sports journalism, 
and a distinctive range of sports coverage from key events to niche and local sports.  
It serves areas of the market otherwise largely neglected by the commercial sports 
market, such as the Disability Sport website – the biggest of its kind – and Sport 
Academy. 
 
BBC online news and sport are of the same high quality as delivered on radio and 
television, maintaining the core news values of accuracy, impartiality and 
independence, but delivering it online, which is key to maintaining the reach and 
impact of BBC journalism, particularly among younger audiences.  Evidence on the 
reach of online journalism supports this.  bbc.co.uk/news and bbc.co.uk/sport have 
by far the highest reach in their category in the UK16 – in Q3 07 news had an overall 
Net Promoter score of +65 – the highest score across bbc.co.uk – and sport scored 
+53.  The quality of reporting at a regional level meets the same high standards, as 
set out in Annex [A2].  Net Promoter scores for the nations’ sections of the News site 
are high (Scotland +58%, Northern Ireland +57% and Wales +57%), however the 
scores for the Where I Live sites vary17.  
 
The BBC news site does not reproduce verbatim material from news agencies – all 
news content is original and has been written and checked by BBC journalists.  In 
addition, the service seeks new formats, holding a quarterly competition for staff to 
put forward ideas for original coverage.  Special issue coverage goes beyond the 
basic news provision with interactive guides and in-depth data, for example.  The 
BBC sport site has also provided original and new forms of interactivity around sport, 
such as user-generated player ratings, where the audience provides marks out of 10 
while the football match is progressing, providing an instant snap-shot of how fans 
are viewing the game.  This was provided by another independent production 
company, Monterosa. 
                                                
16 Nielsen/Netratings Netview, September 2007 
17 bbc.co.uk Pulse, Q3 2007 
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In addition to the challenging nature of BBC journalism, drawing on a wide network 
of news journalists and editors, the coverage of events and places not usually shown 
in other UK outlets challenges audiences to adopt new perspectives.  The range of 
opinions in Have Your Say, ‘viewpoints’ – where key thinkers offer their views on 
topical issues – and comments on editors’ blogs exposes audiences to views from 
outside the BBC on news stories.   
 
Audiences actively engage with the content they find on bbc.co.uk/news.  Audiences 
react to stories, and editors’ and correspondents’ blogs respond to these reactions, 
providing behind-the-scenes, candid commentary on events.  In the first ten months 
of editors’ blogs, more than 500 editor entries were published and more than 30,000 
comments were received from readers.  Stories on bbc.co.uk/news routinely include 
text, images and video contributed by audiences.   bbc.co.uk/sport aims to integrate 
the BBC’s expert journalism with genuine interactivity across all major events, 
including where the BBC does not own the primary television or radio rights (e.g. 
Rugby World Cup). The 606 community site hosts lively discussions around sport 
(http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/606/default.stm), and live text commentaries of 
sports events regularly include audience contributions sent via email or posted 
online.  As with news, blogs have enabled audiences to have a new relationship with 
editors and correspondents. 
 
bbc.co.uk/news seeks to nurture UK talent, e.g. users are encouraged to provide 
news ideas and help write and film them through the Your News offer, 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/talking_point/your_news/default.stm.   
 
Human Capital – Review of bbc.co.uk’s Distinctiveness 
 
Human Capital’s looked at the output of News, Sport, and Weather. 
 
For News it included these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes:  BBC News is a unique service offering independent news from 
the UK and abroad.  It plays a major role in helping the BBC to sustain citizenship 
and civil society, and in bringing the world to the UK and the UK to the world. 
Market distinctiveness:  The depth, breadth and up-to-the-minute coverage of the 
service are very distinctive. 
 
For Sport it included these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes:  BBC Sport brings the UK together around national events and 
reflects different communities and cultures.  Each of the UK’s nations has its own 
dedicated sports portal. 
Market distinctiveness:  The coverage of minority sports, disabled events and youth 
sports within BBC Sport are very distinctive.  It is also distinctive in the sport market 
in having an explicit learning agenda, and makes good use of the BBC’s journalistic 
heritage. 
 
For Weather it included these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes:  Weather features give contextual information about the 
environment and supports informal learning.  The site covers the breadth of the UK at 
a postcode level and also offers information about a wide range of international 
locations. 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/606/default.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/talking_point/your_news/default.stm
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Market distinctiveness:  BBC Weather provides effective information for its users and 
makes good use of cross-platform BBC content.  However other sites also offer 
cross-platform content and up to the minute weather information. 
 
The BBC notes: 
• There is an opportunity to deliver more relevant and distinctive weather services 

online.  bbc.co.uk/weather needs to incorporate the principles of web 2.0 sites, 
becoming more integrated with the wider internet and making its content more 
available to users when and where they want it.  The focus will be on enhancing 
the localness of the content across the UK, improving accuracy, offering better 
video integration and adding enhanced participation and sharing features. 
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A2. 
Nations & Regions 

 
The BBC’s online offer is designed to meet the diverse needs of the UK nations and 
regions through distinct, targeted content, reflecting the different cultural heritage and 
political institutions of each nation In addition, the BBC offers a network of Where I 
Live sites with a range of local news and information and strong links into BBC local 
radio and television. Users of the UK edition of bbc.co.uk can customise the site’s 
homepage, choosing local news, sports and weather for their own front page 
 
Core areas of investment are news, sport and education / learning. Local events, 
history, arts, people and places are also areas of focused activity. The websites 
combine different media (text, video and audio) and are linked to the BBC’s linear 
television and radio services that reflect the UK nations and regions.  
 
The nations and regions are also important multiplatform production centres for the 
interactive elements of productions ranging from Doctor Who, Torchwood and Tribe 
through to Balamory, Raven and T in the Park. 
 
Summary of Content 
 
The BBC’s offer comprises the following key elements: 
 
BBC News website – local sub-sections within the main news site are contributed by 
BBC Nations and Regions; together these account for more than 300 text stories and 
around 100 video clips per day (about 60% of The BBC News website’s output). 
Each nation has a dedicated section that includes in-depth coverage of its political 
institutions. 
 
BBC Sport website – dedicated sections for each of the UK’s nations, and, shortly, 
for each of England’s Where I Live locations. (See News and Sport, Annex A1). 
 
The nations’ sites offer text and audiovisual content that reflects local interests and 
experiences. In addition to dedicated news and sport content, the nations’ portals 
also comprise a wide range of content and sites, including television and radio 
support, learning sites (e.g. Scotland’s Bitesize); Video Nation for user-generated 
video; Junior Football (with content submitted by young people in partnership with the 
FA); sites for festivals and events; politics coverage; and sites for social issues (e.g. 
Teen Mums). The portals also feature links to a range of external sites and other 
sources of information. 
 
60 Where I Live sites – these are largely based around BBC local radio footprints, 
but also offer a BBC voice where there is no local radio presence, e.g. Wales, Isle of 
Man. Where I Live sites feature: 
 
• As part of the core public service proposition of news and sport, the Where I 

Live sites offer live and on-demand material from the regional television 
bulletins and local radio stations.  There are syndicated headlines from each 
site’s corresponding local section in The BBC News website and relevant 
sections of The BBC Sport website. 

 
• Extended coverage of local-interest news stories including vital community 

information and audience-generated content in order to stimulate discussion 
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and debate, e.g. Island-blogging – a blogging space for people living in the 
Scottish islands – and Highland Lives – a digital storytelling project using short 
films and audio slideshows made by the public to reflect modern life in the 
Highlands.  

 
• Travel information, including latest information on roads and public transport. 
 
• Weather information 
 
• Local features (entertainment, history, people and places) 
 
• Message boards – due to relatively low usage these are being reviewed with 

the objective of improving the user-generated content offer and to introduce 
something more closely linked to news stories. 

 
• Links to other locally-relevant BBC-produced material 
 
Network Commissions - Programme support sites for network television and radio 
commissions produced in the nations (e.g. Doctor Who, Torchwood, Tribe) 
 
National language sites – /cymru (a Welsh-language homepage), /newyddion 
(news in Welsh), /northernireland/irish (an Irish-language homepage), /scotland/alba/ 
(Gaelic homepage) that complement the BBC’s linear content and services 
 
Further detail on each nation’s online proposition is given below:  
 
• England: The English Where I Live sites serve the diverse needs of a wide 

range of urban and rural communities with a range of locally relevant content. 
The sites also add value to the BBC’s output by providing a platform for users 
to respond, reflect and send in their own content on topical matters at a local 
and regional level.  The sites champion emerging local talent in a number of 
areas, including music and sport, and there have been many successful 
partnerships with local events to showcase talent, such as the Big Screen 
Online Film Festival in Hampshire, or working with the Sheffield Wildlife Trust. 

 
• Scotland: BBC Scotland focuses on representing the diverse nature of 

Scotland online, complemented by some Where I Live material.  In addition, the 
content supports BBC Scotland’s linear services, with Radio Scotland and River 
City performing particularly well, plus games development, developed with input 
from both the commercial and academic sectors.  With a separate education 
system from the rest of the UK, internet content for learners in Scotland has 
always been one of the more successful elements in the offering - e.g. Bitesize.  
The music homepage is effective in attracting and retaining younger audiences, 
as is the content strategy around comedy, outdoors and games.  The Sports 
site offers video highlights packages of each Scottish premiership football 
game. 

 
• Wales: The Welsh websites were established to provide a window on Wales 

and a view from Wales, and act as a place for discussion about Welsh life and 
culture.  They reflect and support the cultural life of the Welsh language 
community, help build a sense of national cultural identity and democratic 
engagement, and provide a trusted guide to the internet in Wales.  BBC Wales 
online content covers both programme-related and bespoke online content.  
Investment in online multiplatform originations enables a deeper and richer 
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experience for the television audience online.  BBC Wales has developed an 
online content strategy that focuses on two core elements in both Welsh and 
English – firstly, news, weather, sport and local content, with closer editorial 
integration between radio and new media, and secondly, content around target 
genres and themes for on-demand and multiplatform productions, such as 
learning, history, nature, music and arts, and network drama and factual. 

 
• Northern Ireland: bbc.co.uk/northernireland is both a stand-alone service, and 

a source of programme support to BBC Radios Ulster and Foyle and BBC 
Northern Ireland television, extending the programme and brand values and 
providing a platform for audience interactivity.  There is a wide range of unique 
music from Northern Ireland, from traditional Irish and Ulster Scots through to 
contemporary folk, country, rock and experimental.  Since its early days the site 
has been a place for new and emerging music, especially for younger bands 
and musicians, and this is expected to be a growth area.  Among the site 
priorities are discussion, debate and audience opinion on political, social, 
ethical and consumer matters, achieved through interactivity on message 
boards, blogs and email comment published on the site. 

 
Accessing content 
 
The nations’ homepages can be accessed either directly (their URLs are widely 
publicised on-air) or through the bbc.co.uk homepage. The Where I Live sites are 
accessed mainly through the nations’ homepages, which are also the main entry 
points for all other Nations & Regions sites. Users of the UK edition of bbc.co.uk can 
customise the site homepage, choosing local news, sports and weather for their own 
front page. News and Sport online content is also available via internet-enabled 
mobile phones. 
 
Target Audiences 
 
The sites are designed to provide something of value for everyone who seeks high 
quality information about their locality online. However, the audience profile for the 
sites is currently younger than for BBC linear content. 
 
Nations & Regions – Key Facts 
• The BBC operates 60 local Where I Live websites across the UK, including 5 

Welsh language sites. 
• Online support for events can have a major audience impact – 

bbc.co.uk/scotland’s biggest hit each year is music festival T in the Park, 
including live set videos. 

 Usage and Performance 
• More than 7 million people now use Nations & Regions local content every week, 

and weekly page impressions have grown in the past year from around 50 million 
to 63 million. 

• Net Promoter scores: In Q3 2007, nations sections of the News site scored 
highly: England News had +59, Scotland News +58, Northern Ireland News +57 
and Wales +57. Scores for Where I Live sites varied widely from -11 for Tees to 
+32 for northwest Wales18; the average for England was 8.  In Q3 the figure was 
11 for the BBC sites against a market average of 419.   

                                                
18 bbc.co.uk Pulse, Q3 2007 
19 Internet Pulse, Q3 2007 
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• During the recent summer floods, some Where I Live sites had over 273,000 
unique users per week – which represented a larger reach than their 
corresponding radio stations. 

• In Wales, reach for English-language services increased 140 percent between 
Q4 2004 and April-October 2007 (up from 467,546 to 1,151,781).  Welsh 
language services increased 60 percent from 21,409 to 35,568 over the same 
period20. 

Outcomes 
• Where I Live sites have a strong impact, highlighted in coverage of topical 

matters. During the summer floods, the Gloucestershire site became a vital 
resource for local news, and connecting with public services (the police, 
Environment Agency and Severn Trent water company etc). In many cases the 
weekly online users exceeded the normal weekly reach of the corresponding 
local radio station. 

• In February 2006, the Rosenblatt report for the Broadcasting Council of Wales 
found that Welsh websites “were seen by their users to set the gold standard in 
terms of ease of use, design, depth and breadth of content… reliable modern 
technology, and journalistic standards”, with Where I Live sites providing “a great 
emotional connection… the sense of community was really appreciated – as a 
public service the brand was seen to have a duty in this area but it more than 
exceeded expectations.” 

 
Nations & Regions and the Public Purposes 
 
The BBC’s online provision for the nations and regions makes a significant 
contribution to the delivery of the public purposes. It offers a range of content 
designed to meet the needs of the nations, regions and communities of the UK, and 
reflect their different interests and experiences.  With its combination of different 
media (text, video and audio) and interactive functionality, the internet enables the 
BBC to build a two-way relationship with audiences and deliver the pubic purposes in 
new ways. 
 
By definition, the sites reflect the UK’s nations, regions and communities, with 
content targeted to serve the range of audiences, and support the UK’s indigenous 
languages, such as Gaelic, Welsh, Irish and Ulster Scots.  The unique legal position 
of Welsh via the Welsh Language Act makes bbc.co.uk/cymru particularly significant 
within this public purpose and the site has grown to make a major cultural 
contribution to life in Wales. 
 
In reflecting the diversity of the UK, these contribute to sustaining citizenship and 
civil society, delivering impartial, trusted and up-to-the minute coverage of local 
news and events to audiences who are less well-served by traditional BBC television 
and radio services, notably the young.  During the recent floods in England the 
relevant Where I Live sites acted as a key public resource, and each winter the 
English regional sites work in partnership with local councils and radio stations to 
provide the latest information on school closures during snow storms.  The potential 
of interactivity is used to provide arenas for informed debate about local news and 
issues.  The high level of user engagement ensures that a range of voices is taken 
into account.  Audiences use the site to engage with the democratic processes within 
the different nations, particularly via coverage of the devolved institutions and 
elections.  On bbc.co.uk/northernireland, the most active area of the message board 
is that which deals largely with politics. 

                                                
20 Sage E-metrics and bbc.co.uk log files 
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Local sites reflect the character and culture of local communities, and help to 
stimulate creativity and cultural excellence.  Going beyond what national sites 
can offer, they provide in-depth coverage of a wide range of niche and local sports 
and encourage participation in local events.  They provide an outlet for, and 
champion, local talent.  For example, the Where I Live sites support unsigned music 
acts – in partnership with BBC Local Radio and local music organisations they 
provide advice, encouragement and valuable exposure to local artists on the internet, 
radio and at big events such as the BBC Electric Proms. 
 
Reflecting local needs, the sites promote education and learning.  With a separate 
education system from the rest of the UK, internet content for learners in Scotland 
has always been one of the more successful elements of the offering.  
bbc.co.uk/wales produces a range of formal and informal education content in Welsh 
and English to meet the needs of the unique aspects of education in Wales.  
 
Nations & Regions – Selected awards 
• Where I Live London – London, Best Regional TV site – Prix Circum Award 2007 
• Where I Live Humber – Best Contribution to New Media – Royal Television 

Society, 2007 
• Radio Ulster website – Website of the Year – Northern Ireland Golden Eye 

award, 2007 
• Video Nation – Nominee – Webby 2007 
• BBC Humber Sierra Leone Project – Shortlist – One World, 2007 
• My Science Fiction Life (Wales) – Honoree – Webby, 2007 
• Digital Lives – Webby, 2006 
• Colin and Cumberland Learning site – Welsh BAFTA, Scottish BAFTA, Celtic TV 

& Film Festival, 2006 
• Northern Ireland homepage – Best website, Northern Ireland PPR, 2004 
• William III site – Learning on Screen Interactive New Media Award – Society for 

Screen-based Learning and British Universities Film & Video Council – 2004 
 
Nations & Regions and the Public Service Characteristics 
 
This section explores how the BBC’s nations and regions sites exhibit the public 
service characteristics – distinctive, innovative, high quality, original, challenging, 
engaging and nurturing UK talent. 
 
Nations and regions sites have developed several innovative propositions, including 
a local video content trial (with 5 localities in the West Midlands) and pioneering use 
of mapping technologies (Streets of Cardiff, Travel News, Brighton Festival, Wales 
Nature, etc).  The sites have worked with third parties to develop new ways of 
delivering services to audiences, e.g. Google maps and user generated videos on 
Youtube during last summer’s floods.  Innovative services have helped users engage 
with the site, including blogging projects such as the Manchester blogging trial where 
audience members were trained in blogging and organised into a BBC-hosted 
network, and multi–platform productions such as bbc.co.uk/northernireland’s State of 
Minds, which encouraged audiences to engage with the programme about how the 
region has reinvented itself.  Users are able to use leading edge online tools to 
interact with local content, such as What’s in a name, which enables its users to 
analyse any Welsh place name. 
 
Overall, the content on the sites is distinctive: the editorial integration with radio and 
television is not matched by other broadcasters, nor is the range and depth of the 
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news coverage. In many areas, the Where I Live sites are unique in offering a local 
editorial voice with audience participation; in some areas (e.g. Wales) they provide a 
more local BBC presence than its broadcasting footprint allows; and in others (Isle of 
Man) they provide a local BBC voice where the BBC lacks a presence in other 
media. The BBC’s language sites also offer content not widely available from other 
sources. For example, www.bbc.co.uk/eisteddfod provided live and on-demand video 
coverage of the 2007 National Eisteddfod – one of Europe’s largest and oldest 
cultural festivals – on the Welsh language website.  This made available more of the 
festival online than elsewhere, including all the competitions on the main stage and 
the highlights of the literature pavilion, as well as pictures and stories from the 
festival.   
 
The sites provide high quality local content and information that is valued by local 
communities, and consistently received high Net Promoter scores of around +60%21. 
During the summer floods, some Where I Live sites had over 270,000 visits per 
week22 – which is more than their corresponding local radio stations. 
 
The sites effectively engage with their audiences, by encouraging users to 
contribute.  Examples include Video Nation (where audiences publish video work – 
unlike other media companies hosting user-generated films, the BBC provides 
production support); Digital Storytelling (where people use computers and personal 
photographs to tell their story their own way); and one-off sites such as the Brighton 
Festival interactive map – a mixture of user-generated material including short films 
and mobile phone video reviews and the site’s own films.  This successful project 
attracted over 42,000 page impressions in May 2007.  bbc.co.uk/northernireland 
engages with local partners for the Storyfinders project (www.storyfinders.co.uk), 
delivering a two-year digital learning and storytelling project in six centres around the 
region.  In 2007, Highland Lives was launched, using video and audio slideshows in 
workshops around the Highlands, helping locals tell their stories online. 
 
The sites can also provide content that challenges audiences.  Wales’ 5 Where I 
Live sites have the highest approval ratings of BBC local sites, according to Pulse 
research, and have worked directly with local groups to reflect unheard voices, in 
addition to supporting media literacy and citizenship.  Examples include Teen Mams, 
where the site works with a local community arts partnership to bring the best content 
from a magazine for and by teenage parents to a wider audience – the success of 
this project inspired a BBC Two Wales television series.  High impact citizenship 
projects also engage the audience – the If I were an AM… project worked with school 
children from Cowbridge and Barry to make audio visual slideshows.  One particular 
story about school funding sparked a public response from councillors and 
prospective local Assembly Members and led to news stories in the local, Welsh and 
UK-wide press and an exclusive for Wales Today, Wales’ flagship television 
programme. 
 
The nations and regions sites play a key role in nurturing UK talent.  For instance, 
over the last four years the English regional sites have partnered with BBC 
Learning’s Blast to recruit over 200 young reporters to report on sports and arts in 
their local areas.  This has encouraged people from a diverse range of backgrounds 
with varying knowledge and experience of the BBC to get to know it better, and has 
resulted in some reporters gaining employment with the BBC.    Recognising young 
talent coming through into the games industry from Tayside in Scotland, BBC 
Scotland has partnered with the University of Abertay and Scottish Enterprise 
                                                
21 bbc.co.uk Pulse, Q3 2007 
22 Sage E-metrics, July 2007 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/eisteddfod
http://www.storyfinders.co.uk
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Tayside to nurture new producers and output, via the successful Dare to be Digital 
competition and in a new prototyping initiative between the three organisations. 
 
BBC local sites link to local newspaper sites, including deep links where possible to 
equivalent stories.  Sites also link out to other local information providers particularly 
for entertainment venue information.  In Travel News a partnership with the Highways 
Agency and many local authorities gives access to up to date camera images on 
major roads and a multi-modal journey planner is provided in partnership with 
Transport Direct.  The sites draw a range of high quality content from independent 
suppliers.  Recent examples include Virtual Glastonbury (Wyndham Leigh), Musical 
Map (Persuaders) and Travel News (Traffic Link).  Digital Storytelling in Wales 
includes an extensive network of 25 partnership organisations, each of which 
produces stories for BBC Wales platforms as part of the DS Cymru umbrella 
organisation. 
 
Human Capital – Review of bbc.co.uk’s Distinctiveness 
 
Human Capital’s review looked at the online output of Nations & Regions.  It included 
these observations: 
 
Delivery of Purposes:  The Where I Live and nations sites deliver a number of the 
BBC’s purposes very strongly, by reflecting the UK’s diverse communities, and 
engaging people with the democratic process at a national and regional level. 
Market Distinctiveness:  Many of the market alternatives in this area carry a lot of 
classified advertising or serve as directories of local services.  The BBC Nations and 
Regions sites are particularly distinctive by being free from commercial interests.  
However, the delivery of some content (for example, local area listings) is close to 
that provided by local newspapers, and other sites make better use of video content. 
 
The BBC notes: 
• The BBC recognises the potential to improve the audience value and 

distinctiveness of its existing online offer for local areas.  The development of 
mapping technology for the UK, increasing the local relevance of content and the 
effective integration of video are areas for development.  The editorial offer will 
also be more focused, with local news, sport, weather and travel, as well as 
enhancements to BBC linear content, the priorities. 

• The BBC’s local offer faces two main competitors – ITV local sites and local 
newspaper sites.  Its distinctiveness from both of these goes beyond being free 
from carrying adverts – it is an integrated service of impartial news at local, 
national and international level, available in text, video and audio, not only 
hosting significant amounts of user-generated content, but also offering 
production support to users – distinctive compared to competitor sites.  The 
commercial model of many of the market alternatives, and their offering of 
services such as horoscopes, local business search, housing and property 
search, and dating, mean that their main competitors are online operations such 
as Up My Street, MyVillage, Google Local, and national newspaper sites, rather 
than the BBC. 
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A3. 
Children’s & Teens 

 
The BBC has a very clear strategy of supporting children from birth through to early 
adulthood, and the three bbc.co.uk sites – CBeebies, CBBC and Switch – reflect 
the varying levels of computer literacy, independence and security requirements they 
have as they grow up. 
 
The CBeebies and CBBC websites enable children and their parents or carers to 
interact with us and each other in a safe, trusted and accessible environment.  The 
sites provide high quality, engaging and relevant interactive content and experiences 
for children, as well as acting as a springboard to the best appropriate external 
websites for the under-12s. 
 
The focus is on empowering children and giving them the opportunity to gain a 
deeper relationship with the BBC and with television brands and characters, 
increasing the value they receive, the ownership they feel of, and the impact they 
have on CBeebies and CBBC. To achieve this, the sites offer a range of innovative 
interactive tools and creative opportunities aimed at all children in the UK, of every 
ability and background, giving them the space to publish their own thoughts and 
opinions. 
 
BBC Switch provides an online space for younger teenagers, with content aimed at 
engaging and entertaining young people, addressing their interests, and encouraging 
interaction. The site contains both content supporting television and radio 
programmes and free-standing content such as the online documentary strand 
Them? and the popular online magazine for girls, Slink. 
 
Summary of Content 
 
There are two main children’s sites on bbc.co.uk – CBeebies and CBBC, and BBC 
Switch provides the focus point for teen content. 
 
CBeebies - www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies first launched in 2002, and is aimed at children 
up to the age of 6 and their parents and carers.  Its remit is to entertain, delight and 
help develop the youngest online users, with a focus on the Early Learning Goals, 
part of the Early Learning Curriculum, as well as providing content for children with 
Special Educational Needs. In May 2007, the site underwent a major redesign, and it 
now contains a greater degree of content which uses the Flash computer program, 
aimed at bringing a richer and more intuitive interactive experience to younger 
children. 
 
The site supports 56 CBeebies brands - almost all of which appear on the CBeebies 
Channel – with the most prominent brands in particular offering very high levels of 
interactivity.  For example, In The Night Garden and Charlie and Lola both offer rich 
immersive Flash experiences. Links to CBeebies Radio are available via the Watch 
and Listen section, as well as prominent promotion on the main homepage. 
CBeebies also provides valuable information and ideas for carers in the Grown Ups 
section. It includes specific details on how the content can help children with the Sure 
Start Aspects and the Early Learning Goals for the Foundation Stage Curriculum. 
 
Content is structured by activity-type as well as by character and brand in the 
following sections, facilitating accessibility for both children and parents: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies
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• Grown-ups 
• All CBeebies Characters 
• Fun & Games 
• Stories & Rhymes 
• Print & Colour 

• Make & Do 
• Music & Songs 
• My CBeebies 
• Watch & Listen 

 
CBBC – www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc - aimed at 6 to 11 year-olds, the site is all about fun, 
discovery, and broadening children’s horizons. The site encourages creativity, 
collaboration and contribution, connecting children in a safe way and inspiring them 
through compelling interactivity, online and offline activities and informal learning. 
BBC internet content and tools help develop children’s life skills and assist them in 
exploring and understanding the issues they face in their daily lives. CBBC helps the 
audience to make sense of the world around them and look beyond their immediate 
environment, promoting good citizenship both in the virtual space and in real life, 
getting children engaged and giving them the opportunity to have their say.  
 
CBBC is about letting young people explore and identify their own needs in the online 
space, free of parental involvement, but in the knowledge that they are safe from 
unsavoury intrusions that can cause them to be intimidated elsewhere online. It 
enables them to test boundaries, play and express themselves as they prepare for 
life at secondary school. 
 
CBBC supports at least 12 major television brands each year, including permanent 
integrated interactive services for Newsround and Blue Peter. The innovative cross-
platform approaches we take build brand loyalty and play to the audience's digital 
appetite. Exploring concepts across multiple platforms, CBBC encourages a genuine 
dialogue between the BBC and the licence fee payers of tomorrow. 
 
The website was completely overhauled to coincide with the new branding for the 
CBBC Channel in September 2007, moving away from plainer text content to a 
richer, more immersive, video-based experience, and from supporting individual 
brands separately, towards grouping content around specific genre areas: Watch, 
Games, Create, Grab and Find.  
 
CBBC encourages children to actively participate. Adventure Rock 
www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/adventurerock, a new immersive gaming environment, enables 
children to interact with CBBC content, in a way that is a step ahead of the ‘normal’ 
web experience, via a range of creative studios which will feature many CBBC 
television brands – these creative studios are spaces within the virtual world where 
children can enter a series of buildings dedicated to music, film, dance, animation 
and invention and build their own creative projects, a range of which will then be 
showcased online and on television. There is a greater focus on user-generated 
content, as well as a message board which allows children to post pre-moderated 
comments – the emphasis is very much on empowering children to produce a wider 
range of creative content themselves. 
 
BBC Switch – www.bbc.co.uk/switch Newly launched in October 2007, BBC Switch 
extends and improves the BBC’s previous teen offer online.  Switch is a pan-platform 
brand which picks up the mantle for younger teenagers aged 12 to16, keen to 
discover how they fit in and make sense of an intense and new period of life and 
develop the life skills required when they legally become adults. Through a blend of 
informal learning, user-generated content opportunities and high-quality content, 
BBC Switch aims to provide a one-stop shop of multi-platform content that 
authentically reflects the lives of teenagers in the UK. Importantly, the core value of 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc
http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/adventurerock
http://www.bbc.co.uk/switch
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BBC Switch is to celebrate growing up and not to focus on the negative extremes of 
‘teenhood’, but reflect the normal and positive everyday experiences that the vast 
majority of UK teens encounter. 
 
BBC Switch points to refreshed and revamped websites from the pre-existing teens 
offer: 
 
• Surgery/OneLife – www.bbc.co.uk/onelife – an important public service source 

of clear and frank information for teenagers about personal issues such as 
relationships, drugs, puberty and health.  The site is aimed at teen girls and 
boys aged 12 to 17, and is also the primary destination for Radio 1 listeners in 
need of advice. 

• Slink – www.bbc.co.uk/slink – an online magazine for teen girls aged 12-17, full 
of fun, chat, advice and entertainment.  The site features contributions from 
experts on everything from health to the mysterious brains of boys and is a safe 
and friendly place for girls to be themselves, watch interviews with their 
favourite stars, play games, get vocal about issues affecting their lives, and 
confront their problems from acne to exams. 

 
Switch also links to the first of an evolving suite of new commissions online: 
 
• Signs of Life – www.bbc.co.uk/signsoflife – a groundbreaking online drama for 

a teenage audience.  The site offers a ‘new narrative format’ adventure thriller 
that blends high quality audio-visual storytelling with high quality Flash-based 
problem-solving gaming opportunities. 

• Them? – www.bbc.co/switch/them – the definitive guide to teen social tribes 
such as Goths, Plastics and Asia Seen Kids. 

• Television shows such as Sound www.bbc.co.uk/sound and Falcon Beach 
www.bbc.co.uk/falconbeach have dedicated sites built to extend the life of the 
shows online, providing teenagers with the opportunity to watch again, interact 
or delve into extended and exclusive content. 

 
BBC Switch launched in October 2007, so this is just the start of the journey. Using 
the newly created portal and existing, revamped sites like Slink and the One 
Life/Surgery as the foundation, the BBC aims to create more unique and 
groundbreaking online content directly aimed at the secondary school age group.  
This will include news and current affairs coverage, interactive opportunities enabling 
the audience to participate and help drive the agenda, especially in social activism, 
and expanding storytelling into new environments, including mobile. 
 
Target Audiences 
 
Today’s children are often described as ‘digital natives’ who have a high degree of 
online literacy and expect immersive and challenging experiences online.  The BBC 
is committed to producing content, which is compelling and relevant to the needs of 
this audience, across all relevant platforms. The BBC believes it has a vital 
responsibility to fill this ever increasing gap in the market, by providing safe, home-
grown interactive experiences and tools in line with the public purposes that help 
children UK develop. 
 
The CBBC and CBeebies sites seek to provide content for all children. This year the 
BBC has added a number of games with “switch” technology for children with severe 
motor disabilities, there are activities for children with communication difficulties, 
hearing and visual impairments, as well as children with English as a second 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/onelife
http://www.bbc.co.uk/slink
http://www.bbc.co.uk/signsoflife
http://www.bbc.co/switch/them
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sound
http://www.bbc.co.uk/falconbeach
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language, and the BBC is also working on ensuring that more of the audio-visual 
content on screen is subtitled. 
 
Teenagers are at the forefront of the new media experience and increasingly this 
must include mobile content as well. The main focus therefore of the multiplatform 
BBC Switch brand is to place the digital offer at the centre of the content that the 
BBC creates and aggregates. While television and radio remain critical broadcast 
platforms for the demographic, the PC and mobile provide the immediate, high 
impact content that teens can delve into with their inherent curiosity and exploit with 
their energetic creativity. 
 
Accessing content 
 
Children and teenagers can access CBBC and CBeebies online through the 
Children’s listing on the directory on the bbc.co.uk homepage, and the portal for BBC 
Switch online can be accessed through the Entertainment listing.  The Switch portal 
is designed in line with specific teen user requirements, the portal presents users 
with an audiovisual display and incorporates an easy to use multiplatform navigation 
feature.  It acts as an aggregator, delivering the ‘best of the BBC’ to teenagers.  
Children and teenagers are also able to access content on the mobile internet, 
enabling them to use the BBC’s services when and where they choose. 
 
Children’s and Teens – Key Facts 
Usage, Performance and Outcomes 
• CBBC has about 3 hours of video on the site at any given time. CBeebies has 

around 1 and a half hours supporting 17 television brands. 
• The CBeebies website receives around 1.6 million unique users per month23, and 

with a high approval rating (AI) of 8424, is recognised as the most appreciated site 
on bbc.co.uk 

• The changes to the CBBC website – putting interactivity at the heart of the CBBC 
pan-platform offer – saw the number of unique users increase by more than 20% 
in the first two weeks after re-launch. 

• In the first month of launch the BBC Switch site drew more than 20,000 weekly 
users25. 

• The majority of members of the BBC’s Single Sign On (SSO) system for 
registering users to access certain online applications come through CBeebies 
and CBBC, where the audience know they will receive genuine added value 
through the websites and online applications. 

• High levels of multiplatform production have resulted in success, amongst 
audiences and critics, for programmes such as Level Up, which won the 
interactive  BAFTA in 2006 and created a massive surge in SSO members taking 
part online. 

• The BBC’s most recent audience research indicates that children see CBBC as 
an online brand as much as a television brand, with interactivity coming top of 
their list of priorities. 

• bbc.co.uk reaches around 40% of the target audience for children26 and research 
on the themes of teenhood and the Creative Futures qualitative research studies 
cite bbc.co.uk as trusted and reliable by the demographic. 

                                                
23 Nielsen//Netratings Netview, September 2007 
24 bbc.co.uk Pulse, Q3 2007 
25 Sage E-metrics, 20/10/07 – 17/11/07 average 
26 Nielsen/Netratings Netview, September 2007 
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• Slink has one of the highest Net Promoter scores in the BBC’s Entertainment 
genre at 3627. 

• Children are accessing BBC content via mobiles – Sarah Jane Adventures was 
the most popular, receiving 35,630 page views via mobile in October 200728. 

 
Children’s and Teens and the Public Purposes 
 
Much of the content on CBeebies, CBBC and the teen sites contribute to promoting 
education and informal learning, engaging children in rich, creative experiences, 
encouraging interaction, and complementing the National Curriculum. The content 
aims to be fun, lively and informative in delivering educational objectives.  For 
example, CBeebies offers a wide range of content providing help for the Sure Start 
aspects for 0-3 year olds and the Early Learning Goals for the Foundation Stage from 
age 3 to the end of the Reception year. On BBC Switch, the BIMA nominated quiz 
Quizoo combines competitive interaction with a satisfying level of reward for good 
general knowledge. 
 
The children’s and teens sites on bbc.co.uk help introduce a sense of citizenship 
and civil society from an early age: through brands such as Newsround and its 
hugely popular Press Pack and the Blue Peter Appeals; by encouraging interaction 
with message boards where children have built up their own support networks 
assisted by fully trained hosts; by reading and commenting on Slink’s real life stories; 
and with sites such as OneLife/The Surgery, providing an accessible source of 
information about issues affecting young people. 
 
Many of the websites’ features encourage a rich, immersive and interactive 
experience, stimulating creativity and cultural excellence in young people.  For 
instance, sites such as Me and My Movie help to inspire and teach children about 
movie-making. Your Story, a new narrative format from BBC Switch will also tap into 
this interest, where teens from across the UK will help us to tell a love story in 60x30 
second sequences that develop over time into a 30 minute show. Also in the teen 
offer, Signs of Life demonstrates a commitment to pushing the creative boundaries; 
drawing the audience in by combining high action with individual personality tests 
that create a unique level of intimacy within the drama. 
 
The BBC Children’s and Teens teams go to great lengths to reflect the UK’s 
nations, regions and communities across their services and aim to serve as broad 
an audience as possible. It is critically important for BBC content to reflect the 
diversity of the audience, but also that issues of accessibility for all members of the 
audience are addressed. This drive to be highly inclusive resulted in the production of 
an array of games across CBeebies and CBBC, which are accessible via ‘switch’ 
technology for children with motor disabilities. Priority is also given to supporting 
programme brands, which target children with additional needs. For example, on 
CBeebies, there is a wide range of Makaton sign-language content to support the 
television show Something Special. BBC Switch demonstrates the wide range of UK 
teen communities in the documentary strand Them?, exploring and celebrating the 
diversity of teen tribes in the UK. The Switch website was designed to a specification 
that provided a satisfying level of interaction for users with even the most limited 
technological resources. 
 

                                                
27 bbc.co.uk Pulse, September 2007 
28 Sage E-metrics 
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The CBBC and CBeebies websites provide a window on the world for children in the 
UK and a deeper understanding of other countries and cultures. Through brands 
such as the Tweenies and their Real World Adventures, the Space Pirates music 
maker and Boogie Beebies, children can listen to stories and rhymes and dance and 
sing along to music from all around the world. 
 
Newsround and Blue Peter have for many years brought the world to the UK, 
through international news coverage, and annual campaigns and appeals. 
 
The new BBC Switch music television show Sound and its associated website 
www.bbc.co.uk/sound both provide teens with access to the best of the UK music 
scene and their favourite global stars bringing the world to the UK.  
 
Children’s & Teens – Selected Awards 
• CBBC – Honoree – Webby 2007 
• CBeebies – Best Use of Interactive – Broadcast Digital Channel Award – 2005  
• In the Night Garden (CBeebies) – nominee, Children’s BAFTA Awards – 

Interactive 2007 
• Me and My Movie (CBBC) – nominee, Children’s BAFTA Awards – Interactive 

2007 
• Tommy Zoom (CBeebies) – Honoree, Animation – Webby, 2007 
• Level Up (CBBC) – Winner, Children’s BAFTA Interactive Award – 2006; 

Nominee, Interactive Emmy Award - 2006 
• BAMZOOKi – Winner, Prix Jeunesse Interactive Prize – 2006 
• Smile (CBBC) – Winner, Children’s BAFTA Interactive – 2005 
• Balamory (CBeebies) – Nominee, Interactive BAFTA, Children’s - 2004 
 
Children’s & Teens and the Public Service Characteristics 
 
This section explores how the BBC Children’s and Teens website content bears the 
public service characteristics – distinctive, innovative, high quality, original, 
challenging, engaging and nurturing UK talent. 
 
The CBBC website provides a distinctive trusted guide for children to the wider 
internet through a scoped Children’s Search, where all external links are chosen 
specifically for their editorial value, relevance and appropriateness for the UK’s under 
12s. These links are checked regularly to ensure that they continue to meet the 
BBC’s strict guidelines. Safety is also of paramount importance and the BBC offers 
entertaining training modules to ensure the audience understands the risks, and the 
universally used SMART29 rules, to become responsible users of the internet as they 
grow. This content is regularly used by the charity Childnet International, in its 
nationwide schools training programme, taking it to an even wider audience and 
bringing credit back to the BBC. 
 
CBeebies provides a highly distinctive service for an underserved age group. It 
offers media literacy opportunities around familiar television brands and a wide range 
of online and offline activities, combined with expertly researched content to deliver 

                                                
29 SAFE – Keep safe by being careful not to give out personal information to people who you don’t 
trust online; MEETING – Meeting someone you have only been in touch with online can be dangerous; 
ACCEPTING – Accepting emails, IM messages, or opening files, pictures or texts from people you 
don’t know or trust can lead to problems; RELIABLE – Someone online may be lying about who they 
are, and information you find on the internet may not be reliable; TELL – Tell your parent, carer or a 
trusted adult if someone or something makes you feel uncomfortable or worried. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/sound
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core physical, emotional and cognitive developmental skills, as well as unique 
applications specifically aimed at children with special needs. Designed to encourage 
a collaborative interactive experience between carer and child, the Cbeebies website 
creates an environment of trust for the youngest users to learn and grow whilst they 
are still dependent on parental support, technically and emotionally.  
 
By using the internet as a way to deliver on its public purposes, the BBC offers 
distinctive content to teenagers.  For example, OneLife/Surgery is aimed at teen 
girls and boys aged 12 to 17, providing a source of unbiased information and advice 
about personal issues in a trusted environment. The site was re-designed this year to 
deliver a very fresh and compelling interface appropriate to its audience. Crucially, 
BBC Switch is distinctive as one of the only online providers of originally-produced 
UK editorial content for the teen market – a valuable offer in a market dominated by 
US-based social networking sites.  
 
BBC children’s sites are leading the way in engaging with the audience using 
innovative approaches that explore new opportunities on existing and emerging 
platforms, and forge new approaches to current products and services. The launch of 
Adventure Rock as a downloadable game for the 8-11 year old audience is a 
powerful example of how the BBC is pioneering new forms of creativity and user-
generated content, using the medium of an immersive 3D environment. The up-
coming MyCBBC service will enable children to personalise their own space on 
bbc.co.uk, share it with their friends, log their interactions and gain a greater sense of 
ownership and connection with the BBC brands, building a community around the 
content and taking the CBBC website into the Web 2.0 world. 
 
The content provided to children uses platforms in an original way to entertain and 
inspire the audience. Currently in development is Tronji, which exemplifies this. 
Developed with Ragdoll, and aimed at children aged 7-9, it will be the BBC’s first 
massively multi-player online game (MMOG), with the Tronji world and the real world 
co-existing. It will blend live action and real children in an animated environment 
using the platform in a new way to engage and captivate pre-teens as they immerse 
themselves in problem solving and detecting activities.  
 
The websites are being redesigned to become even more engaging. For example, 
the recent re-launch of the CBBC website was the first ever fundamental reappraisal 
of the brand’s online proposition, with a renewed emphasis on growing and 
deepening the relationship with the audience by delivering to them in new ways. The 
focus is on the use of video-based content combined with activity-led navigation. The 
newly launched BBC Switch site provides teenagers with an easy to use navigation 
panel as well as functionality to enable the audience to engage and upload content 
and, in future, to enable contributions to user-generated content formats. 
 
BBC Switch is also developing the next generation of narrative formats, mixing 
audiovisual storytelling with interactive problem solving and casual gaming to provide 
original and innovative content aimed at this precocious audience. bbc.co.uk is 
using these opportunities to engage and interact with this previously underserved 
age group producing new products such as Signs of Life, a narrative format 
developed in partnership with Endemol. It is an adventure thriller blending high 
quality audio-visual storytelling with high quality Flash-based problem-solving and 
gaming opportunities, to connect with the hard to reach teenage audience. This is a 
groundbreaking online drama, where viewers interact with the story by playing games 
and exploring their own personality through psychological tests, leveraging the BBC’s 
core competency of storytelling. 
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BBC children’s interactive content is updated regularly by separate CBBC and 
CBeebies teams, with specific expertise in the different age groups, to ensure the 
services are of the highest quality and right for the target audience.  On topical 
programmes, such as Newsround and Blue Peter, content is refreshed on a daily 
basis.  Particular emphasis is given to dealing with user interaction, with all 
correspondence for message boards and user-generated content being pre-
moderated by a dedicated, highly trained team, as recommended by the Graf 
Review.  Detailed audits were carried out before both the CBBC and CBeebies 
websites were re-launched this year, to ensure all content met the quality threshold 
and was aligned with the brand ethos and the BBC’s public purposes. Sites which no 
longer met the criteria were either closed or re-developed prior to launch (for 
example, CBBC reduced its number of sites by approximately 50%).  This work 
followed a comprehensive review already undertaken following the Graf 
recommendations.  The BBC is now delivering on a ‘fewer, bigger, better’, strategy, 
to maintain this level of ambition. 
 
Content on the children’s sites is now displayed in a way that gives greater cohesion 
to the over-arching cross-platform brands – CBeebies and CBBC.  Rather than 
feeling like an assortment of disparate branded micro-sites, the new navigational 
approaches the BBC has taken highlight the depth of content available, and 
encourage the audience to try out a wider range of brands and activities across the 
different sections – content they may otherwise not have found – creating a more 
rewarding multimedia experience.  The BBC carries out an ongoing programme of 
extensive user-testing, to ensure all content is appropriate but challenging for the 
audience, across the full age range. 
 
Interacting with young audiences, children’s and teen content is in a unique position 
to nurture UK talent.  For example, Adventure Rock, a custom-designed interface, 
aimed at young people, enables children to create, upload and share user-generated 
content that is relevant to them. The interactivity is not all centred on the internet 
either, for instance, Me and My Movie www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/meandmymovie is a 
project which aims to help children learn about the skills required to make their own 
films, inspiring children in ‘real world’ experiences, away from a computer screen. By 
providing these strong stand-alone websites, which co-exist with television content, 
CBBC encourages children to express themselves in a positive way.  
 
In addition, the BBC’s online provision for children seeks to nurture talent in the wider 
industry by developing a wide portfolio of creative relationships with independent 
suppliers and agencies.  For example, it formed a partnership with Bloc Media on the 
highly original Me and My Movie website, and with Two Four, which is building the 
powerful toolkit for delivering and sharing social media - MyCBBC. Similar 
developments with Ymogen are at the root of the Your Story project on BBC Switch. 
Them? asks teenagers to tell us about their lives, on camera and online, looking at 
their lives through their eyes rather than those of the mainstream media. 
 
Human Capital – Review of bbc.co.uk’s Distinctiveness 
 
Human Capital’s view of children’s output was divided into Children’s (CBBC and 
CBeebies) and Teens (BBC Switch). 
 
For Children’s it included these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes: The BBC children’s sites provide a wide variety of entertaining 
educational games and clips which make learning fun.  Content in other languages 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/meandmymovie
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introduces children to different cultures, bringing the world to the UK.  The sites also 
encourage children to be creative. 
Market Distinctiveness:  The BBC provides trusted, entertaining and educational 
content in a safe environment that children (and their parents) feel comfortable 
exploring.  It has a large range of tools and games to engage its users.  However, the 
variety of online resources used by children is extremely broad, and BBC children’s 
sites do not have as many interactive or community features as many of the other 
sites that are popular with this age group. 
 
For Teens output on Switch the Human Capital report included these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes:  The teens site promotes opportunities for informal learning by 
addressing a range of teen issues.  By informing teenagers and encouraging debate 
the site engages teens as young citizens. 
Market distinctiveness:  The BBC teen site is specifically designed for this age group 
and covers a broad range of activities, issues and pastimes.  Channel 4 is the only 
site that is built in the same way and specifically targeted at teens.  However, many 
of the features within the site are also provided by the market and interactive and 
community features are much more prevalent elsewhere. 
 
The BBC notes: 
• The BBC welcomes the report’s observation on children’s output that ‘the BBC’s 

site is very distinctive in ensuring that all its chat rooms are fully pre-moderated’, 
and observes that the only comparator sites which are designed specifically for 
children and which also have significant interactivity are subscription-based.  
Most of the sites dependent on interactivity, such as Bebo, Facebook, YouTube 
and MySpace exclude under-13s in their terms and conditions because they do 
not provide the levels of security and moderation that a younger audience 
requires. 

• BBC Switch, the newly re-branded pan-platform teens offer, launched in October 
2007.  In the course of the next year a series of new cross-platform content offers 
are proposed.  In the re-branding of its multiplatform teen offer, the BBC has 
recognised the opportunity to create a more compelling content offer for the 12-
16 age group and will be experimenting across the range of its genres including 
current affairs. 

• BBC Switch has a vital role to play in delivering on the Creativity and Cultural 
Excellence purpose.  It encourages user-generated content from its audience and 
supports their creative and personal development via Blast, which provides 
information and advice for those wanting to get involved in film, music, art or 
dance.  Crucially, as this report recognised, the BBC teens offering is virtually 
unique in creating culturally relevant UK content for this demographic.  It intends 
to continue building on its experimentation in this area with new content forms 
such as interactive drama and online documentary. 

• The comparator sites used in this report are (with the exception of Channel 4) 
social networking and sharing sites and typically US-based.  BBC Switch has 
made a deliberate choice to provide a UK-produced, content-rich alternative for 
this key demographic.  However, it increasingly engages with teens’ desire for 
interactivity in being present on external social networking sites. 
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A4. 
Learning 

 
Learning, alongside news, was the first part of the BBC to provide online services.  
Learning is in the DNA of the BBC, and audiences learn from a huge range of BBC 
programming, both formally linked to the curriculum, and across other areas, such as 
lifestyle, music, news, and even sport. 
 
The internet makes BBC learning content available to a wide audience, significantly 
increasing the utility and value to the licence fee payer.  The very high usage and 
reach figures – outlined below – are testament to this.  The sites are consistently 
used and recommended by teachers and tutors, and bbc.co.uk/webwise is used in 
thousands of online learning centres around the country. 
 
Partnerships are core to all of Learning’s activity. Curriculum related sites are all 
developed in close consultation with curriculum bodies, academics and teachers. 
LearnDirect provides the course search linked from the BBC Learning home page 
and Blast is run in partnership with a wide range of local youth arts organisations. 
Learning campaigns are all predicated on outreach delivered by partners including a 
strategic partnership with the UK public libraries; and the BBC regularly links up with 
partners for online content, such as collaboration with the Do It database for the No 
Home campaign. In addition the content partners with other genres like History or 
Lifestyle from across bbc.co.uk. 
 
The service licence, the BBC purpose remits and the Graf review all make it clear 
that learning is an important area for public service activity, with Graf highlighting 
citizenship (including media and digital media literacy) and learning as the two BBC 
Public Purposes which should be prioritised by BBC online.  There is public support 
for BBC activity in this area – NOP research carried out as part of the BBC Charter 
Review process put providing learning output for 14-19 year olds at the top of their 
list of things the BBC should do in the new licence period. 
 
Summary of Content 
 
There are three broad types of learning output on bbc.co.uk: 
 
Formal learning, linked to curriculum or specific sites.  This provides output both for 
school-aged children across a broad range of subjects and skills, and for adults, 
primarily essential skills, languages and media literacy.  Products meet very specific 
learner needs and, except for Bitesize, are separate from broadcast content and 
other online areas, but increasingly draw on BBC brands, talent and skills.  Key 
services are: 
 
• Bitesize –  www.bbc.co.uk/schools/ks3bitesize – revision and recap service for 

all major subjects for children aged 5-16. 
• Blast – www.bbc.co.uk/blast – creative development for teenagers, currently 

focused on creative arts, including partnership with youth arts organisations 
• Skillswise – www.bbc.co.uk/skillswise - adult essential skills. 
• RaW – www.bbc.co.uk/raw – support site to adult literacy campaign, planned to 

develop into a broader learner-centred adult skills offer. 
• bbc.co.uk/languages – supporting both teachers and independent learners. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/ks3bitesize
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blast
http://www.bbc.co.uk/skillswise
http://www.bbc.co.uk/raw
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• Webwise and Computer Tutor - www.bbc.co.uk/webwise;   
www.bbc.co.uk/computertutor/computertutorone/index.shtml – internet and new 
media literacy. 

• Ouch! – www.bbc.co.uk/ouch - created for and by the disabled community.  
 
Informal targeted learning output.  Learning is the core driver of the commission, 
typically delivered as pan-platform campaigns involving broadcast, online and 
outreach working with partners.  Examples include: 
 
• WW2 Peoples War – www.bbc.co.uk/ww2peopleswar - intergenerational 

project to preserve wartime memories, supporting beginners’ internet use. 
• No Home - www.bbc.co.uk/nohome – homelessness campaign. 
• Family Wanted – www.bbc.co.uk/parenting/fostering_and_adoption - adoption 

information. 
• Breathing Places – www.bbc.co.uk/breathingplaces - encouraging action to 

improve the local natural environment. 
• HIV – running from October to December 2007. 
 
Wider BBC output which delivers learning outcomes. 
 
There is a wide variety of online content from Learning, delivered in a range of ways 
including any combination of, for example: 
 

• text 
• images 
• e-cards 
• wallpaper 
• screensavers 
• streaming video clips 
• vodcasts (as part of a trial, now 

discontinued as the trial has 
ended) 

• streaming audio 
• votes 
• rating systems 

 
• email newsletters 
• email comment submission 

forms 
• message boards 
• user-generated content 
• Flash games and other 

interactive applications 
• database-driven content 
• links to external sites 

 

 
Target Audiences 
 
bbc.co.uk/learning provides content targeted across a range of audiences.  The 
BBC’s Learning Purpose Remit states that the BBC has to ‘stimulate informal 
learning across a full range of subjects and issues for all audiences’.  The wider BBC 
provides a huge range of content appealing to motivated learners in the audience 
heartland, so BBC Learning prioritises reaching audiences which the BBC under 
serves.  In particular: 
 
• Young people – in particular teenagers and the disadvantaged / disengaged.  

The BBC has an advantage as it is seen as more creative and exciting than 
other educational providers.  For teenagers who do not see the BBC as 
particularly cool as a place for entertainment, it is a natural place for learning.  
Bitesize and Blast are illustrative successes here. 

• Adults disengaged in learning – skewed heavily towards a lower social 
demographic, and those in some way failed by the formal education system. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/webwise
http://www.bbc.co.uk/computertutor/computertutorone/index.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ouch
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ww2peopleswar
http://www.bbc.co.uk/nohome
http://www.bbc.co.uk/parenting/fostering_and_adoption
http://www.bbc.co.uk/breathingplaces
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• Those with other skills deficits – e.g. language learning and Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) learning materials, typically for older 
audiences.  

 
With increasingly widespread availability of broadband, learning materials can 
increasingly be targeted direct to the learner, unmediated by teachers, tutors and the 
traditional education system. 
 
Accessing Content 
 
To help users quickly find the most appropriate content for their need, there are 
several learning portals: 
 
• Learning Home Page – www.bbc.co.uk/learning - a portal to all of the BBC’s 

learning output and links to relevant content from other trusted sources.  
Includes a regularly updated directory of subjects under 27 headings.  

• Schools – www.bbc.co.uk/schools - designed to direct children, teachers and 
parents as quickly as possible to the appropriate schools content for them.  

• Teachers – www.bbc.co.uk/schools/teachers/index.shtml - designed to help 
teachers to make the most of all of the BBC’s output in their teaching.  

• Parents – www.bbc.co.uk/schools/parents - provides guidance for parents in 
how to help their children with their schoolwork using BBC materials.  

 
bbc.co.uk/learning will increasingly enable users to personalise their own use of BBC 
content for their individual requirements.  Moreover, some content is available on the 
mobile internet, so that users can use the BBC’s services when and where they 
choose.  Bitesize is the most popular learning service accessed by mobile, increasing 
by 7 percent between September and October 200730. 
 
Learning sites link extensively to external resources, for example 
www.bbc.co.uk/learning/subjects/schools.shtml. 
 
Learning – Key Facts 
• Bitesize has more than 100 video clips and a range of audio bites for seven 

GCSE subjects. Languages delivers around 10 hours of interactive video clips 
and more than 5000 audio clips. 

Usage and Performance  
• Over half of all adult basic skills tutors use Skillswise.  
• More than half of teachers who are aware of the BBC’s Primary Schools sites use 

them31. 
• There are 650,000 pupils in each GCSE cohort – weekly unique users in the 

peak revision month of May exceed this number32. 
• Mobile page impressions to Learning sites rose 27% between July and October 

2007, with Bitesize the most popular learning site33. 
Outcomes 
• Adult skills tutors have long told us that simply putting the BBC brand on their 

course publicity in relation to the Skillswise product adds significantly to their 
course sign-up. 

                                                
30 Sage E-metrics 
31 GFK Teacher Tracker Spring 2007 
32 Sage E-metrics, May 2007 
33 Sage E-metrics 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learning
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/teachers/index.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/parents
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learning/subjects/schools.shtml
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• More than 7 out of 10 teachers who use Bitesize rate its quality at 7/10 or higher 
and two thirds recommend GCSE Bitesize to their pupils34. 

• In a recent survey conducted by GfK 90% of users of GCSE and KS3 Bitesize 
rated it positively as helping with their homework35. 

 
Learning and the Public Purposes 
 
By definition, all of the bbc.co.uk/learning content contributes to promoting 
education and learning. In the field of formal learning broadband has enabled us to 
continue the shift towards delivering content directly to learners without the need for 
tutor mediation, using the best of the BBC’s programme brands, talent and other 
resources to draw learners into a deeper learning experience online.  Sites are 
constantly updated through building content and functionality, refreshing content to 
take account of curriculum changes and technological developments, maintaining 
sites to ensure that regular users can find something new, and moderating content 
prior to publication. Online output plays a range of important roles for targeted 
informal learning – often at the heart of the learning experience, as with People’s 
War.  It can be an enabling experience for the user, for example by providing 
collaborative tools like the Breathing Places database, and provides an ongoing 
communication with audiences – vital to delivering on longer-term partnerships for a 
tangible legacy.  The internet enables a personalised learning experience in a way 
that broadcast activities cannot.   
 
Much of the online learning content contributes to sustaining citizenship and civil 
society with a wide range of campaigns delivered in partnership with other online 
genres such as Lifestyle. These may begin by helping audiences to make sense of 
their world providing them with impartial information on socially difficult topics like HIV 
(GIJonny), organ donation (DoNation) or adoption (Family Wanted), but then take 
them beyond understanding towards action encouraging them to engage with their 
world more fully. In other campaigns learning content is designed to build general 
literacy, media literacy, and the confidence to participate fully in public activities:  
Webwise, Computer Tutor and RaW are good examples of this. All these form part of 
the adult skills offer aimed at helping people to put in place the basic skills and 
confidence they need to make the most of their opportunities in life. 
 
bbc.co.uk/learning delivers on the public purpose of stimulating creativity and 
cultural excellence most directly through the Blast! site for teenagers. The aim of 
the site is to sponsor creative development but its primary purpose is to nurture the 
creative confidence of teenagers so that they can apply it to all areas of their life. 
Ouch! is working in a similar way both to support genuine creative talent amongst the 
disabled community and more broadly to use creative development to foster social 
confidence for those who need it. 
 
bbc.co.uk/learning reflects the UK’s nations, regions and communities by 
working in partnership with the Government’s LearnDirect initiative to provide a 
postcode search for courses in your area. BBC Learning works closely with the 
nations and regions to deliver into the community: co-funding the local Learning 
Centres. Online it reflects the UK’s nations: linking through to dedicated learning sites 
with locally relevant information; a focus on the educational priorities in Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland and language learning provision for Welsh, Irish and 
Gaelic. 

                                                
34 GFK Teacher Tracker, Spring 2007 
35 GFK Pupil Tracker, Spring 2007 
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Online language learning also serves to bring the world to the UK with a range of 
learning modules for major European languages and an online introductory course 
for Mandarin Chinese. Throughout /schools provision individual topic areas like the 
coverage of comparative religion also offer an international view. 
 
BBC learning online has been at the forefront of creative innovation in new media. 
Being the first of the BBC’s genres outside news to develop an online presence, it 
continues to demonstrate the benefit of emerging communication technologies 
by developing innovative user-generated content initiatives such as WW2 People’s 
War with History and by exploring new ways of making content more accessible to 
the audience like the recent vodcasting experiment with French learning and Ma 
France. 
 
Learning – Selected Awards 
• Ouch! Podcast – Winner, Community – Royal Television Society Innovation 

Awards 2007;  Winner, Most Outstanding Achievement in Accessibility – BIMA 
2007; Nominee, Innovation – AOP Online Publishing, 2007; AOP Online 
Publishing Nominee – Innovation – 2007. 

• KS1 Bitesize Games – BIMA Nominee – Education and Training – 2007 
• Play it Again - AOP Online Publishing Nominee – Cross-Media Project – 2007 
• BBC Learning - Mental Health Awards Winner - Making a Difference – 2007 
• Blast - Prix Europa Nominee - Internet – 2007 
• Breathing Places - RTS Educational TV Awards Nominee - Campaigns & 

Seasons – 2007 
• Manic Depression - RTS Educational TV Awards Winner - Campaigns & Seasons 

- 2007 
• My Web My Way – BIMA Winner – Outstanding Achievement in Accessibility – 

2006 
• Coast Mobile - Broadcast Digital Channel Awards Winner – Mobile TV 2006; RTS 

Nominee – Education: Multimedia 2006; BIMA Nominee – Best Use of Mobile 
2006; AFDESI iTV Awards Nominee - iTV Service on Mobile 2006; New Media 
Age Nominee - Special Award for Innovation 2006; Royal Television Society 
Winner – Technology Content Delivery 2005; Royal Television Society Winner – 
Technology Consumer Electronics 2005; Royal Television Society Nominee – 
Technology: Content Management 2005.  

• Computer Tutor - BIMA Nominee - Education & training - 2006  
• Mia Cadaver's Tombstone Timeout - BIMA Nominee - Kids - 2006  
• DoNation - The Peabody Awards Winner - Public Service - 2006  
• Blast Young Reporters Scheme - Positive Image Awards Winner - Best Online 

Coverage of Young People - 2006 
• Onion Street - Webby Awards Nominee - Community - 2005 
• WW2 People’s War – Webby Award Nominee – Events 2005; Prix Europa 

Nominee – Interactive Non-fiction 2004 
• GCSE Bitesize – Learning on Screen Winner - Secondary Learning – 2004; New 

Media Age Winner – Public Sector Category 2004 
• Science Clips - BAFTA Interactive Nominee - Learning – 2004; BETT Winner – 

Science KS 1, KS2, 2004; Royal Television Society Educational Awards Winner - 
Primary & Secondary Multimedia & Interactive – 2004. 

• Webwise Online Course - BAFTA Interactive Nominee - Learning - 2004  
• Ouch site - New Statesman New Media Award Nominee - Community & 

Information - 2004  
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Learning and the Public Service Characteristics 
 
This section explores how BBC online learning content bears the public service 
characteristics – distinctive, innovative, high quality, original, challenging, engaging 
and nurturing UK talent. 
 
The ability of the BBC to combine its strong brand relationship with audiences, its 
cross-platform presence, and its creative skills, talent and resources, enables 
distinctive provision of online learning in a way that other learning organisations 
cannot match.  The approach is primarily learner-centred, designed for use without 
mediation by teachers, and effectively plays on these strengths to deliver video-rich, 
interactive content online to learners in their own time, at their own pace, and where 
they are comfortable learning, helping target audiences to break down the barriers to 
learning. 
 
The BBC has a long history of innovating with online learning – Bitesize was the first 
multi-media revision offering and included one of the earliest revision sites.  
Launches of new Learning output on bbc.co.uk almost always include a step forward 
in the sophistication of the content, for instance bbc.co.uk is pioneering an approach 
to using interactive video using a virtual tutor to guide and support the learner 
(Computer Tutor, Ma France) and this will become the primary approach to delivering 
adult skills.  The BBC has continued to innovate to provide new, surprising and 
engaging ways for children to consolidate their learning and revise for exams, with 
mobile quizzes, MP3 downloads and gaming approaches to revision, and even multi-
player revision games.  The Learning Innovations Unit continues to innovate in the 
creative space where learning content meets new technology, e.g. the development 
of a clips library for use in schools.  Through the Unit, the BBC will continue to invest 
in learning and technology innovation – in particular in mobile learning and in 
approaches to user generated learning. 
 
The whole approach of attracting educationally disengaged adults with skills deficits 
through focusing on their needs rather than curriculum requirements and drawing 
them into learning experiences by offering entertainment and the convenience of 
broadband delivery is innovative and creatively risky and, if successful, it will provide 
valuable experiences for audiences who tend not to value other BBC output. 
 
All of the BBC’s curriculum sites are developed in consultation with renowned 
professionals, ensuring that content is of high quality.  The sheer scale and 
consistency of demand demonstrates the high standards achieved: during the peak 
revision periods Bitesize approaches saturation usage. The Skillswise site is an 
example of the audiences’ perception of quality being one of the top-rated BBC sites 
by Net Promoter, despite targeting a ‘hard to reach’ audience. In the most recent 
rankings36 Skillswise scored 64 and was placed third overall behind News Magazine 
and News. 
 
All of the content on bbc.co.uk/learning is original, doing more than simply 
supporting programmes.  The site has led the market. Indeed Bitesize largely 
established the market for online revision.  The BBC continues to develop original 
learning formats, such as the interactive video tutor approach.  The broadband 
Spanish service which launches next year will demonstrate continued originality – 
applying a narrative gaming approach to language learning. 
 

                                                
36 Net promoter rankings Q3 07 
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All learning output is by definition challenging, taking people out of their comfort 
zones. This has informed the BBC’s approach, leading to a focus on ensuring it is 
easier for the less confident to stretch themselves.  The services underpin the ability 
of audiences to challenge themselves and learn from all aspects of the BBC’s output 
and in their lives more generally – e.g. the interactive video tutor approach provides 
convenience and tutor-like support for those who do not want to go back to the 
classroom. 
 
Online learning content is engaging.  Each campaign is built around active 
participation.  People’s War, for example, delivered more than 85,000 posts and 
more than 45,000 stories of life during World War Two – the vast majority provided 
by over 65s.  Where teachers have mediated content they actively ensure the 
engagement of users: several waves of qualitative research to support the 
development of RaW demonstrate that this model, and other interactive tutor models, 
are seen as an ideal way to engage those disengaged from learning.  Investment in 
21CC – a lab for digital learning offering workshops for whole classes of children – 
demonstrates the BBC’s commitment to audience engagement.  And because many 
of the BBC’s audiences are difficult to reach, there is activity to go and find them with 
a range of local and national partners in learning centres and elsewhere, in some 
cases with targeted roadshows and festivals.   
 
BBC online learning is committed to helping users to develop their creativity.  Blast 
for teenagers; the adult skills offer and Ouch! all seek to support individuals and so 
nurture UK talent. More broadly bbc.co.uk/learning supports the UK education 
sector through developing formal learning activity in close collaboration with 
teachers, curriculum bodies, and other educational opinion formers. It also works with 
a wide range of independents in the new media production industry. 
 
Human Capital – Review of bbc.co.uk’s Distinctiveness 
 
Human Capital’s view of Learning output is broken down into Schools and Revision 
and Adult Learning.  Disability appears under Society and Culture. 
 
For Schools and Revision it includes these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes:  This site plays a very important role in supporting education 
and learning. 
Market distinctiveness:  These BBC sites offer a comprehensive resource for 
teachers and young people in formal education.  However, there are a number of 
commercial providers that offer learning resources based around the curriculum or 
for use in schools.  The content is most distinctive in more minority subjects and in 
areas where it is less directly linked to the curriculum. 
 
For Adult Learning it includes these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes:  This site is central to the BBC’s mission to promote lifelong 
learning in the UK.  Each of the UK’s nations is represented by a dedicated learning 
portal. 
Market distinctiveness:  The BBC site is very distinctive in its approach to skills 
learning.  The emphasis on engaging disenfranchised groups is unique.  The pan-
platform leverage of the BBC is powerful in this area. 
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For Disability it includes these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes:  This site represents disabled people and enables them to 
express their own views.  It keeps users up to date with disability related news and is 
informative about the political process, ensuring that its users remain engaged 
citizens.  The site also invites disabled people to submit articles, videos, audio pieces 
and art for publications which stimulates creativity. 
Market distinctiveness:  The tone of BBC Ouch! is distinctive in this market.  
However, the range and depth of factual information about how to live with disability 
is not as broad as elsewhere. 
 
The BBC notes: 
• The BBC provided the first multimedia approach to revision and one of the first 

online revision offers and made a significant contribution to establishing the 
market for these services. 

• The BBC welcomes the report’s observation that ‘the BBC is distinctive in the 
range of content, including content designed for children with special needs, that 
it offers free at the point of use’ and that ‘much of the content is highly 
entertaining and well designed. 

• The BBC also welcomes the acknowledgement of the learner-centred approach, 
a form which now dominates the BBC’s formal learning output: ‘these sites are 
designed primarily for students to use at home.  This is distinctive in the market’. 

• Building on the success of Blast, the BBC believes there is more to be done in 
supporting the development of skills in the school age audience and intends to 
increase its focus in this area. 
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A5. 
Entertainment 

 
bbc.co.uk/entertainment is the portal leading to Entertainment, Comedy, Drama 
and Film content on bbc.co.uk. Drama and Comedy and Film also exist to aggregate 
output, focussing on television output. They provide content enriching the BBC’s 
cultural legacy and encouraging users to engage with BBC output or to explore and 
develop their own creativity. In addition to these directories, Entertainment also 
supports important cross-media events such as Children in Need and Red Nose Day. 
 
Exploiting new technologies and platforms is vital to the future of entertainment for 
the BBC and to increasing the value of output to the licence fee payer. This means 
both supporting television programming and building on the opportunities for 
entertainment that are native to the internet.  The BBC is seeking to commission 
innovative formats for new media entertainment pilots and to distribute content more 
widely across the internet enabling us to constantly refresh the genre. The BBC does 
not only have to target young audiences and other hard to reach groups but must 
continue to reach core audiences by supporting and extending television 
programming to deepen the relationship with them.  
 
The BBC is looking to make the most of its comedy output by maximising access 
through new media, from podcasting to mobile – giving all audiences as many 
chances as possible to enjoy BBC comedy.  The BBC is also looking to engage with 
the explosion of new comedy activity online: nurturing new talent and home grown 
comedy, including user-generated content, as part of the pan-platform Comedy 
Shuffle project and to commission pilots of bespoke material designed for new 
platforms, particularly mobile. 
 
Drama is a huge contributor to the BBC’s reputation with the audience, providing 
some of the most talked-about, loyally consumed and highly valued television 
programmes.  But research shows that linear drama now has to compete directly with 
alternative media, such as computer games, and on demand consumption.  To 
address the challenge the BBC is already exploiting multiple transmissions and on-
demand. bbc.co.uk is seeking to deliver a more intense emotional relationship with 
programming in a variety of ways including via online games and to nurture, 
empower and incentivise writers.  The BBC is also developing entirely new forms of 
drama on the internet both on and off bbc.co.uk and across multiple platforms 
including mobile. 
 
Film plays an important part in delivering the BBC’s Film Policy which states that the 
corporation ‘has a significant impact on film culture in the UK through its involvement 
in a wide range of film activities, from television broadcasting to developing and co-
financing feature films and supporting UK content and talent’. The objective is not 
only to support British movie-going with multiform content, but also to support new 
British filmmakers. 
 
Summary of Content 
 
There is a wide variety of online content from Entertainment, Drama and Comedy, 
including any combination of, for example: 

• text 
• images 
• e-cards 

• wallpaper 
• screensavers 
• streaming video clips 
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• links to download whole 
programmes via iPlayer 

• links to embedded video 
playlists and individual clips on 
YouTube 

• vodcasts (as part of a trial 
which has now ended) 

• streaming audio 
• votes 
• rating systems 
• email newsletters 
• email comment submission 

forms 

• message boards 
 
• User-generated content 
• Flash games and other 

interactive applications 
• database-driven content 
• links to external sites 
• BBC-produced satellite sites 
• audio, video and games for 

mobile 
• mobile news updates 

 

 
bbc.co.uk/entertainment delivers both free-standing and broadcast-related content.  
Content related to broadcast television and radio programmes forms the bedrock of 
the online entertainment offer. Supporting socially important and successful 
programmes such as Strictly Come Dancing and Doctor Who is extremely important. 
www.bbc.co.uk/strictlycomedancing, www.bbc.co.uk/doctorwho.  The online activity 
deepens the audience’s engagement with and increases the impact of the shows. It 
also enables the audience to participate with these crucial brands and behave 
creatively and playfully within their spaces. Content of a more permanent broadcast-
related nature has also been developed, such as the Comedy Guide aimed at 
providing extensive information on BBC comedy over the last 50 years: 
www.bbc.co.uk/comedy/newguide/index.shtml. 
 
All free-standing sites are specifically designed to deliver on the public purposes and 
commitments following the Graf report, or to reach audiences the BBC is failing to 
attract to linear services.  For example: 
 
• Writersroom, New Talent, Comedy Shuffle, Comedy Soup, and Film play a 

role in enhancing the social and cultural life of the nation, predicated on building 
a deeper relationship with the audience. Several are also the product of 
extensive partnership projects with companies from the arts industries that 
share BBC objectives of identifying and championing new writing talent and 
diversity. 

• Online drama sites such as Taggerz, Wannabes, Jamie Kane, Signs of Life 
offer challenging and distinctive content for a young audience, delivering 
innovation in partnership with the wider industry and supporting the UK new 
media production market. 

• Celebdaq is driven by entertainment, but also delivers educational value made 
explicit in the teachers’ resources:  

 
Wherever possible the entertainment portfolio attempts to encourage relevant 
journeys into the wider internet and to other parts of bbc.co.uk linking to 
Entertainment and Comedy News, radio drama, and teens-related content from 
Radio 1 to Sportdaq.  
 
The revamped bbc.co.uk/film website captures both internal and external film 
activities in the UK and abroad.  As well as news and information, the site seeks to 
offer an insight into the UK film industry and provides a strong public service offer 
that is not covered by commercial sites. Film Network is an innovative broadband 
portal which offers filmmakers the opportunity to showcase their work and launch 
their own film careers.  With 40,000 unique users and 500 submissions since launch, 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/strictlycomedancing
http://www.bbc.co.uk/doctorwho
http://www.bbc.co.uk/comedy/newguide/index.shtml
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the BBC sees Film Network as an important public service initiative where aspiring 
filmmakers can distribute and exhibit their films to a growing broadband and on-
demand audience.   
 
The pan-platform initiative Comedy Shuffle showcases new ideas and enables the 
audience to engage in new creative endeavours: combining original user-generated 
content with content from the BBC. It also provides a guide to the funniest content 
from around the internet.  
 
The BBC is also commissioning a new breed of entertainment ideas which begin on 
the internet and then move to television like the recently announced Upstaged37. 
Interactive events of this kind will enable real user participation at a much deeper 
level, handing over much of the editorial direction to the audience and away from the 
producer. 
 
Entertainment can be found outside of bbc.co.uk with short form content from 
programmes such as Mock The Week, Have I Got News For You and Top Gear all 
being available and popular within the BBC’s You Tube environment. 
 
Target Audiences 
 
bbc.co.uk/entertainment is able to attract a wide range of people by supporting and 
enhancing programmes with large audiences that cross all audience groups. 
However, Entertainment, Drama, Comedy and Film are particularly valuable in 
reaching both younger and underserved audiences online.  These genres have 
traditionally attracted a younger demographic than the average for bbc.co.uk as a 
whole and they are amongst the few genre areas succeeding in regularly attracting 
the teen audience.  Since 2003, this success has led to a focus in some areas on 
provision for younger audiences. 
 
Accessing Content 
 
The Entertainment listing on the bbc.co.uk homepage contains links to Comedy, 
Drama, Film, Music, Radio, Television and other entertainment sites.  Some content 
is available on the mobile internet so that audiences can access content when and 
where they choose.  For teens, mobiles are an important medium and Entertainment, 
Comedy, Drama and Film have all developed a presence on bbc.co.uk/mobile to 
explore the opportunity to build on the relationship.   
 
Entertainment – Key Facts 
• Roughly fifty hours of short form audiovisual content appear on Entertainment 

sites each year, fairly evenly balanced across free-standing and broadcast-
related sites. 

Usage and Performance  
• Individual Entertainment sites attract significant numbers of unique users each 

week: The Apprentice – 250,000 weekly users38; Strictly Come Dancing – 
178,000 weekly users39; Eastenders – 360,000 weekly users40; Doctor Who – 
306,000 weekly users41.  

                                                
37 Press release available at: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/pressoffice/pressreleases/stories/2007/11_november/01/upstaged.shtml 
38 Sage E-metrics,– the last four weeks of the linear show 
39 Sage E-metrics, October 2007 
40 Sage E-metrics, September 2007 
41 Sage E-metrics, September 2007 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/pressoffice/pressreleases/stories/2007/11_november/01/upstaged.shtml
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• There have been over 2.5 million downloads of Doctor Who Tardisodes on 
broadband, and 70,000 downloads on mobile. 

• There were 260,000 downloads of The Apprentice video podcast during the 
recent trial. 

• There were 1.7 million page views on entertainment sites via mobile in October 
2007, increased by 14% for the quarter.  The increase in usage via mobile was 
due to the start of popular new shows such as Heroes and Strictly Come 
Dancing.  The three most popular sites were Strictly Come Dancing (153,473 
page views), Top Gear (31,272 page views), and Heroes (128,218 page views)42. 

Outcomes 
The site is effectively engaging with the audience and encouraging creativity: 
• 30,000 Doctor Who comic strips have been submitted via the comic maker 

application. 
• Through the Writersroom initiative thousands of aspiring writers have taken part 

in workshops, joint partnerships with theatres or received feedback on their 
scripts. 

The BBC is successfully exploring new ways of adding value for the audience: 
• During the recent vodcast trial Entertainment, Drama and Comedy programmes 

featured regularly in the iTunes UK Store Top Ten. Have I Got News For You 
topped the chart for six weeks. 

• Since launch of the BBC’s YouTube presence, 18 of the top 20 most viewed 
videos have come from programmes in Entertainment genres. 

 
Entertainment and the Public Purposes 
 
The commitment to entertain has always been central to the BBC’s mission, and the 
BBC believes it is in itself of value to the audience.  It also serves as a route to 
delivering on the public purposes. 
 
The Entertainment portfolio meets the BBC’s purposes in stimulating creativity and 
cultural excellence by developing groundbreaking drama formats in collaboration 
with the independent new media production sector (Signs of Life, Wannabes, Jamie 
Kane); building new talent online (Cowards) and contributing to the BBC’s cultural 
legacy by supporting drama and comedy television output.  It promotes cultural 
excellence working in partnership with the wider industry to nurture would-be 
professional writers and filmmakers (Writersroom, New Talent, Film Network) and 
encourages creativity more widely by providing tools and/or a platform to showcase 
users’ content (Comedy Soup, Doctor Who comic maker). 
 
Entertainment initiatives like these encourage creativity but also by their nature 
promote education and learning, and the Entertainment site seeks to do this 
elsewhere by developing informal learning opportunities like DIY Dance X which 
provides video dance instruction to enable users to recreate the numbers in the show 
www.bbc.co.uk/dancex/diy_dancex/.  Where appropriate, formal learning is 
supported with content such as teachers’ materials - 60 Second Shakespeare and 
Celebdaq are good examples. Learning opportunities are extended through linking 
policies designed to encourage a secure journey in the wider internet. 
 
Where content is developed around television dramas that include socially relevant 
storylines Entertainment contributes to the purpose of sustaining citizenship and 
civil society.  This is especially true in ongoing drama series like EastEnders and 
Holby City, where the supporting sites will offer opportunities to read and submit 

                                                
42 Sage E-metrics 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/dancex/diy_dancex/
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comments on the topic in question and link to relevant online services and to BBC 
sites such as Parenting, helping citizens make sense of their world.  Charity events 
such as Children In Need are important in delivering this public purpose and the 
online and red button services play a major part in providing opportunities to 
participate and engage. Entertainment online also contributes to the citizenship and 
civil society purpose by encouraging citizens to engage with their world and bringing 
the world to the UK as part of the biennial fundraising event Red Nose Day 
www.bbc.co.uk/rednoseday (in partnership with Comic Relief). 
 
The Entertainment portfolio contributes to delivering to the public the benefits of 
emerging technologies via exploring new ways of accessing content supported by 
simple guides to aid the adoption of technologies (RSS feeds, vodcasts, mobile 
internet). It also seeks to deliver a learning curve of participation from one-click votes 
to email submission and video uploading. 
 
Entertainment – Selected Awards 
• Summer of British Films: BBC Mini Movies Made By You – BIMA Nominee - Best 

Community Website or Campaign 2007 
• Robin Hood – YDA London Design Festival Winner - Game Design 2007; BIMA 

Nominee – Online Game 2007 
• My Science Fiction Life – Webby Official Honoree 2007 
• Shakespeare’s Stories – Flashforward Winner - Narrative 2006; BAFTA Nominee 

– Interactivity 2006 
• Doctor Who: Graske – BAFTA Nominee – New Media Developer 2006 
• Comedy Soup – BIMA Nominee - Best Community Website or Campaign 2006 
• One Minute Movies – Interactive BAFTA Nominee - Film 2005 
• Spooks 3 Games ‘The Grid’ – BIMA Winner - Online Game 2005; Interactive 

BAFTA Nominee, Online Entertainment 2005; South by Southwest Nominee, 
Classic 2005 

• Doctor Who: the last Dalek – BIMA Nominee - Online Game 2005 
• Celebdaq – Interactive BAFTA Winner - Online Entertainment 2004 
• Fightbox – Interactive BAFTA Winner - Technical Innovation 2004 
 
Entertainment and the Public Service Characteristics 
 
This section explores how BBC online Entertainment content portrays the public 
service characteristics – distinctive, innovative, high quality, original, challenging, 
engaging and nurturing UK talent.  
 
The bbc.co.uk Entertainment offer has a history of delivering innovative content.  
Celebdaq was the first television programme based on a website, while Jamie Kane, 
an independent production, was the BBC’s first alternate reality game (ARG) seeding 
content widely through the internet.  The BBC also works with others to deliver 
innovation in the wider market – a recent collaboration with NBC has created a new 
character for the drama series Heroes via the specially commissioned game on the 
BBC’s Heroes website. In the last year the BBC has have worked with independent 
producers and in-house production to deliver content for a vodcasting trial: Have I 
Got News For You, The Apprentice, and Any Dream Will Do were all provided for the 
trial by independent producers with which the BBC shared its audience insight. 
 
The BBC’s offer is distinctive from competitors in the market in its commitment to 
attracting an audience via entertainment and as a result introducing them to a 
broader landscape of opportunity in delivery of the BBC’s public purposes in the 
wider website. Entertainment, Drama and Comedy are uniquely placed to serve this 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/rednoseday
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function for audience groups, notably young people, which other genres find hard to 
reach through both new media and traditional media experiences.  
 
The level and range of commitment to nurturing new talent and growing the UK’s 
cultural industries is distinctive to the BBC. Initiatives such Writersroom and New 
Talent allow the BBC to provide a unique resource online.  At the same time the 
website brings together young writers, directors and performers, and the best 
professionals in the industry, through a wide range of outreach, including 
masterclasses with BBC producers and commissioners. The BBC is able to leverage 
unique levels of partnership activity in initiatives such as Film Network in 
collaboration with the UK Film Council, which provides a community of peers and 
professionals to develop, showcase and mentor the work of young filmmakers. 
 
bbc.co.uk/entertainment’s output has regularly appeared in the lists of industry 
awards indicating its high quality. The portfolio also reflects the audience’s 
perception of quality with high Net Promoter scores for key sites: 36 for Film Network; 
47 for Writersroom and 52 for Doctor Who43. 
 
Through the search for new comedy, film and writing work via the internet the BBC is 
finding original talent and ideas. Projects such as Cowards have adopted an original 
approach to breaking new talent online by allowing a troupe of comedians to ‘take 
over’ the BBC THREE website. The early success of groundbreaking entertainment 
ideas such as Celebdaq and Fightbox fostered a commitment to commission new 
content forms indigenous to the online environment. Commissions have been 
particularly successful in drama by drawing audiences into the story with interactive 
dramas and award-winning narrative online games based on Robin Hood, 
Shakespeare’s Stories and Spooks. While in 2005, the Doctor Who site was the first 
in the UK to develop independent satellite sites expanding the world of the drama 
into the wider internet.  The audience themselves responded and there are now 
many audience-created satellite sites ostensibly belonging to characters and 
locations in the series.   
 
Audiences are also engaging with Entertainment content through a range of simpler 
contribution options from one click votes to email comment submission forms. These 
enable large audiences to communicate easily and to have an impact on the output 
by voting in shows such as Any Dream Will Do. The message boards for shows like 
Strictly Come Dancing demonstrate high levels of activity and effectively build 
communities around programming. They also provide a route for feedback to the 
BBC as the recent heated discussions over the scheduling of the Strictly Come 
Dancing results show demonstrated. Engaging audiences via the capacity of the 
internet to build communities has resulted in BIMA nominations in the Best 
Community Website category for Comedy Soup and Summer of British Film: BBC 
Mini Movies Made By You.  
 
By encouraging user engagement in projects like these and interactive dramas such 
as Signs of Life and Jamie Kane bbc.co.uk/entertainment is challenging users to be 
participants in storytelling rather than passive consumers.  The entertainment site 
also promotes the most challenging new comedy talent, such as that from the 
Edinburgh Fringe Festival, displayed on the BBC at the Fringe YouTube playlist: 
http://uk.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=27D601F0E028E506. 
 
bbc.co.uk/entertainment supports the new media industry in the UK and delivers the 
highest percentage of external spend of any of the BBC’s genre areas. In partnership 
                                                
43 bbc.co.uk Pulse, Q3 2007 

http://uk.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=27D601F0E028E506
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with the UK Film Council it plays an active role in supporting the UK film industry 
most notably through provision for young filmmakers in the Film Network. In 
nurturing UK talent it also encourages users to develop their own creativity.  The 
portfolio provides showcases and tools for users to ‘make their own entertainment’ in 
user-generated content projects such as One Minute Shakespeare and One Minute 
Movies. It also helps to develop creative skills through a wide range of sites including 
Writersroom offering tips for scriptwriting, video advice from BBC commissioners, a 
calendar of opportunities for new writers, and sample scripts to download from top 
BBC programmes.  This is the starting point of a wider outreach initiative supporting 
aspiring writers in the UK, and has led to commissioning of talented writers for the 
BBC. 
 
Human Capital – Review of bbc.co.uk’s Distinctiveness 
Human Capital’s review of entertainment output includes these observations.  
 
Delivery of purposes: BBC Entertainment reflects many UK creative industries, 
including film, comedy and drama, and encourages creativity in its users. Some 
features of the site promote informal learning. 
 
Market distinctiveness: The breadth of content covered is considerable, but this is an 
area that is well served by the commercial market. BBC Entertainment is distinctive 
in the way it encourages its users to submit their own content. 
 
The BBC notes: 
• There is an opportunity to improve support online for the BBC’s linear 

entertainment offer and this is being addressed in part via the creation of 
automated programme support pages to make the offer more comprehensive and 
by the introduction of other progressive elements to the site to increase discovery 
of content and the ability of audiences to interact. 

• Some areas of the entertainment offer provide support for formal learning: 
Celebdaq for example, provides teachers’ materials for Business Studies, 
Enterprise and Citizenship KS3 and KS4.  The BBC welcomes the recognition of 
the promotion of informal learning on the site but believes that the informal 
learning potential of entertainment has not yet been fully explored.  In particular 
the BBC intends to build on the approach of driving between entertainment 
content and other parts of the BBC’s offer. 

• The BBC’s commitment to encouraging creativity is recognized in the report.  The 
BBC observes that support for users who aspire to working in the creative 
industries is unmatched: Writersroom for aspiring writers; New Talent for those 
interested in working in broadcasting, in areas ranging from comedy, drama, film, 
music, presenting to entertainment; Film Network for supporting and showcasing 
the work of new filmmakers and the multiplatform Comedy Shuffle which aims to 
showcase new comedy practitioners.  These initiatives may involve outreach 
work in addition to the online presence and partnership with the external industry.  
Both New Talent and the BBC’s Blast scheme provide support for younger talent. 
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A6. 
Lifestyle 

 
The Lifestyle genre within bbc.co.uk covers some of the most successful and popular 
online services launched to date by the BBC.   
 
The activity within the Lifestyle genre falls into two distinct types of output:  
 
• Pan-BBC genre sites (including food, gardening, health and parenting).  

These sites have a strong audience and feature among the list of sites with 
above average Net Promoter scores. They have been steadily building a loyal 
audience over the past few years and aim to provide a world-class portfolio of 
contemporary factual content and associated tools and products. 

• High impact programme support for high profile BBC factual television 
shows. These programme sites have helped enhance experiences around a 
huge volume of contemporary factual output from the BBC. The role they play 
varies depending on the programme, but examples range from building 
effective online support for major magazine strands (e.g. Watchdog, 
Crimewatch) to deepening the audience’s engagement with shows focused on 
hobbies and passions (Top Gear, What Not to Wear, Gardeners World, etc). 

 
The content of bbc.co.uk’s Lifestyle sites (both the free standing genre sites and the 
programme support sites) have at their heart the BBC’s core knowledge building 
mission. They provide an independent, objective and trusted online destination 
packed with information and advice. Their aim is to help licence fee payers follow 
their passions and live their lives in a more informed, enriched and enjoyable way. 
The BBC’s Lifestyle online activity aims to encourage audiences of the BBC’s highest 
rating factual shows to go online. Such activity has had a positive effect by promoting 
digital literacy and helping a broad audience to develop new skills online and 
discover new ways to use the internet. These sites aim to engage a wide audience in 
factual subject matter by adopting an entertaining approach focused on personal 
relevance.  
   
The development of a single Lifestyle portfolio model in 2005 (following the Graf 
report) enabled significant efficiencies through rationalisation and delivered greater 
value for money in the way the sites are produced.  Lifestyle has consistently 
performed strongly on all key performance metrics: it has achieved high reach, it 
regularly achieves above average Net Promoter scores. 
 
Summary of Content 
 
As set out above, the content within the Lifestyle genre breaks down into programme 
support and free standing sites based on subject area.  The main genre sites within 
the Lifestyle portfolio are: 
 
Food:  Key features: Get Cooking – basic food skills via interactive video recipes and 
masterclasses; Recipe Database – almost all the recipes featured in BBC cookery 
shows); Food News and Events. 
 
Health: Key features: First Aid – ‘how to’ guides, interactive videos and activities; 
Healthy Living guides; and a comprehensive directory of illnesses and conditions. 
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Gardening:  Key features: Gardener’s Calendar – personalised advice for your 
garden delivered when you need it in video and text; Virtual Garden – interactive 
garden design tool; How To Be A Gardener – interactive online guide; Plant Finder 
Database. 
 
Parenting:  Key features: Parenting Video on Demand – clips from BBC 
programmes searchable by topic, child’s age or programme; Fostering and Adoption; 
Pregnancy; Childcare. 
 
Consumer:  Key features: Consumer guides; Your Rights; How to Complain; Your 
Money; Start a Business. 
 
Online content is delivered in a variety of forms, and with a range of interactivity 
options, for examples: 
 

• Updates on key features 
from the show 

• Support material (fact 
sheets, recipes, addresses 
for more information, etc) 

• Additional text 
• Presenter information 
• Photos 
• Streaming video and audio 

clips 
• Links to download the 

programme via iPlayer 

• Interactive features such as 
votes or Flash games  

• Email newsletters 
• ‘Contact us’ email 

submission forms 
• Message boards for further 

discussion of issues raised 
• User submitted content 
• Further links to external 

sites 

 
Target Audience 
 
The Lifestyle portfolio reaches a very broad audience in common with its related 
programming on BBC television. However, in addition to this it has proved highly 
successful in connecting with priority underserved audiences, notably women from 
lower socio-economic groups. Its most active and loyal audience is BC1C2D women 
who are still relatively light users of the internet generally and of BBC online services 
in particular. 
 
Accessing Content 
 
The Lifestyle listing on the bbc.co.uk homepage takes users to Parenting, Food, 
Health, Gardening and Consumer sites.  Some content is available on the mobile 
internet, enabling audiences to access the BBC’s services when and where they 
choose – Health is the most popular Lifestyle site accessed via the mobile internet44. 
 
 
Lifestyle – Key Facts 
Usage and Performance  
• In a week, more than 600,000 people visit Food sites, Health receives 300,000 

and Gardening 90,000 users45. 

                                                
44 Sage E-metrics 
45 Sage E-metrics, September 2007 
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• NetPromoter scores for Lifestyle (and its constituent sites) are consistently above 
the BBC average of 30. Food in particular is amongst the highest ranking of all 
sites from BBC Vision with a score of 5946. 

Outcomes 
• Lifestyle message boards generate significant activity particularly around 

campaigns. For instance, over 2000 posts were submitted to the message board 
set up as part of Stephen Fry: The Secret Life of the Manic Depressive. Many 
were questions directed to the three psychiatrists taking part, who provided 
information, advice and support in response to users’ messages.  A significant 
number of posts were from vulnerable people looking for help, some suicidal, and 
a large number from friends and family of those with bipolar disorder.  The board 
was kept open for a further two weeks at the request of users. 

• Health is the most popular Lifestyle site accessed through mobiles – receiving 
157,584 page views in October 200747. 

 
Lifestyle and the public purposes 
 
The BBC’s public purposes have knowledge building at their heart and the Lifestyle 
genre is crucial in delivering them. 
 
Central to the Lifestyle sites’ remit is developing life skills and so contributing via 
informal means to promoting education and learning. Educationalists have long 
argued for the value of relevance as a motivator in learning and Lifestyle's approach 
harnesses this - enabling a personal, non-didactic tone more appealing to a mass 
audience. The approach also allows for incidental learning as a by-product of 
hobbies and passions. Many Lifestyle sites also display an active commitment to 
explicit education, for example, in the teaching of basic cooking techniques in Get 
Cooking or first aid skills as part of the Health site. Learning opportunities are 
exploited via a wide variety of formats throughout the sites: ranging from BBC 
experts giving personalised gardening advice for Gardeners' Calendar users to 
insight into childcare issues available as searchable short form video in the Parenting 
Video on Demand offering. 
 
Lifestyle sites deliver on the BBC's public purpose of sustaining citizenship and 
civil society. They help citizens make sense of their world and engage further with it; 
enabling them to make informed life choices by providing information and advice 
from consumer rights to food labelling, healthy eating and nutrition. 
 
The Gardening site stimulates creativity in the Virtual Garden application offering 
an interactive garden design tool backed up by design advice from key presenting 
talent and celebrates the UK’s cultural heritage in its support for landmark events like 
the Chelsea Flower Show. 
 
Food works to reflect the UK’s nations, regions and communities with a calendar 
of food events throughout the UK backed up by explanations of traditions and 
cultures – from the feasting at the Muslim celebration of Eid el-Fitr to the Cheese, 
Cider and Chutney Fair in Taunton. Many of the Lifestyle sites have very active 
message boards bringing together people in communities of shared interests. 
 
The Lifestyle sites help awareness and understanding of the benefits of emerging 
communications technologies by encouraging audiences watching mainstream 

                                                
46 bbc.co.uk Pulse, Q2 2007 
47 Sage E-metrics 
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television shows to go online and interact. In addition, the Lifestyle sites regularly link 
extensively to a wide variety of directly relevant organisations in order to help the 
audience connect with the most useful sites the internet has to offer. All the sites 
offer newsletters and very active message boards while Food, Gardening and Health 
provide mobile services. 
 
Lifestyle – Selected Awards 
• Food/Get Cooking – Winner, Best Food or Drink Website – Le Cordon Bleu 

World Food Media Awards, 2007; Special Mention ‘Excellent Use of Technology’ 
– Design and Usability – Association of Online Publishers, 2007; Nominee, 
Interactive Website – YDA London Design Festival, 2007 

• Gardening – Lifestyle – The International Academy of Digital Arts and Sciences, 
2007; Honoree – Webby Awards, 2007 

• British History Timeline – Winner, Arts and Culture – BIMA 2007 
• Gardening/Chelsea – Winner, Cross-Media Project – Association of Online 

Publishers, 2006 
• Gardening/How To Be A Gardener – Nominee, Learning – Interactive BAFTA 

Awards, 2005; Nominee, Education – BIMA, 2004 
• The Secret Life of the Manic Depressive – Winner, Education: Campaigns – 

Royal Television Society, 2006 
 
Lifestyle and the Public Service Characteristics 
 
This section explores how BBC online Lifestyle content portrays the public service 
characteristics – distinctive, innovative, high quality, original, challenging, engaging 
and nurturing UK talent.  
 
The Lifestyle sites maintain a high degree of editorial and market distinctiveness in 
the following ways: 
 
• Editorial: Their relationship with the BBC’s television output and depth of 

content marks them out from other offers on the internet. 
• Quality: Industry recognition, awards, Appreciation Index and Net Promoter 

scores that the sites have achieved show that they are regarded as being 
market leading in terms of quality. 

• Non-commercial: In areas such as consumer affairs, health advice, food and 
gardening the BBC’s online services are uniquely free of advertising, 
sponsorship and ‘advertorial’ features. There is also no paid-for product 
placement. In a media world where the lines between content and commerce 
are becoming increasingly blurred, the BBC’s Lifestyle sites play a highly 
distinctive role in imparting objective independent information. 

• Providing context: The BBC’s unique ability to span genres means that Lifestyle 
sites can provide context that other sites in this space do not provide. For 
example, the food site links from information about finding recipes to related 
sites about topics such as the science of food, nutrition, or even the children’s 
Big Cook Little Cook cooking site.  

• Educational:  A number of Lifestyle sites have a clear education and skills role 
(e.g. Get Cooking has the express purpose of helping adults learn to cook). 
Many others have a direct relationship to formal learning material that is unique 
– allowing the BBC to provide ‘learning journeys’ for audiences. The intention 
here is to link from high profile genre sites and television programme support 
sites to learning campaigns. An example here would be the way that the Health 
site and Parenting site have partnered in a range of campaigns developed by 
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BBC Learning such as organ donation (DoNation) and adoption (Family 
Wanted). 

• Media rich: The BBC’s role as a broadcaster has enabled us to offer very 
distinct broadcast related content at low cost (for example the Parenting video 
on demand portal which offered video content from multiple BBC programmes). 

 
In 2006 Get Cooking launched, further differentiating Food from commercial offerings 
with its focus on teaching basic cooking skills. A truly innovative product it was the 
first of its kind in using interactivity within Flash video alongside stills photography 
and text, to deliver informal learning content. The Food site and Get Cooking have 
subsequently been nominated for a number of awards and won 2007’s Le Cordon 
Bleu World Food Media award. 
 
As part of a broader drive towards personalisation in the Lifestyle portfolio the 
Gardeners’ Calendar was launched in 2006. This highly original product delivers 
directly to individual needs and maximises the value of the archive of gardening 
programmes. It enables users to register for tailored gardening content from the 
BBC. They are able to create a virtual profile of their garden, upload photos, store 
notes and receive personalised reminders and advice via video clips from BBC 
gardeners and ‘how-to’ information from the website. 
 
Throughout the Lifestyle portfolio users are supported in going beyond their comfort 
zones to try out new experiences. This may take the form of challenging them to 
explore new foods and recipes from a wide variety of cultures in Food; embark on 
growing vegetables or garden with their children in Gardening; even start a new 
business or learn how to complain in Consumer. 
 
The support of communities of common interest is important to the target audience. 
The high level of email and message board activity evidences their engagement. By 
providing the practical, inspiring content that they want, in a friendly and trusted 
environment, the portal has created a new relationship with a significant sector for 
whom communities are as valuable as programme personalities. Message boards 
are also used around campaigns when naturally they see a higher level of user 
activity. They often provide after care to support campaigns such as the one which 
followed on from the BBC Two programme Stephen Fry: The Secret Life of the Manic 
Depressive where psychiatrists took part in the discussions. Similarly during the 
current HIV campaign specialists in HIV are joining the conversations. The message 
boards are also used as a feedback loop to encourage users to discuss issues 
directly with programme makers. For example, the Food message board enabled 
users to talk to the producer of Masterchef after the announcement of a controversial 
winner.  
 
Lifestyle works extensively with external providers in delivering its projects and so 
nurtures UK talent in the independent production sector.  Recently projects have 
involved working with independents on Get Cooking and the re-design of Top Gear. 
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Human Capital – Review of bbc.co.uk’s Distinctiveness 
Human Capital’s review of Lifestyle output is divided into Food, Health, Gardening, 
Parenting, Homes and Consumer. Relationships appear under Society and Culture. 
 
The Report comments that: 
 
Gardening, Consumer, Health, Food and Parenting are all part of BBC Lifestyle, but 
this document considers each of them discretely as there are few comparative sites 
that have similar identification or scope. 
 
For Food it includes these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes: The site promotes informal learning and engages its audience 
with cooking and wider health issues.  
Market distinctiveness: The BBC food site is based around the provision of recipes, 
which are provided for extensively by the market. Other sites also tend to have more 
interactive tools than the BBC site. Several of the market alternatives also offer 
information on broader food-related health issues. 
 
For Health it includes these observations 
 
Delivery of purposes: The site provides effective information related to health, illness 
and healthy living and in doing so promotes informal learning. 
Market distinctiveness: The BBC’s independence and trusted voice are very valuable 
in this area. However, there are other impartial voices in the market. Much of the 
information supplied is also available in greater depth elsewhere on the internet. The 
mobile service and interactive features are fairly distinctive. 
 
For Gardening it includes these observations:  
 
Delivery of purposes: The site encourages creativity by suggesting gardening 
projects, and promotes informal learning by supplying a wide range of gardening 
advice and facts.  
Market distinctiveness: The BBC gardening site provides trusted gardening 
information and makes good use of BBC television and radio programming and of 
presenter talent. However, general gardening information is well served by the wider 
market. 
 
For Parenting it includes these observations:  
 
Delivery of purposes: The site promotes informal learning by providing information 
about a wide variety of parenting issues. It also offers advice about how to encourage 
children to learn from birth.  
Market distinctiveness: The BBC site offers trusted, impartial parenting advice – 
although there are other impartial voices in this area. It is distinctive in being aimed at 
mothers and fathers, whereas alternatives are more female-focused. However, 
community and interactive features are more prominent on other sites.  
 
For Homes it includes these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes: BBC Homes promotes informal learning by providing a range of 
information about homes.  
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Market distinctiveness: This is an area well covered by the commercial market. The 
BBC site makes use of its access to BBC personalities and programming, but has 
less depth and variety than elsewhere.  
 
For Consumer it includes these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes: In informing its users about their rights as consumers, the site 
meets the citizenship purpose. Useful information is provided on a range of topics, 
which encourages informal learning. 
Market distinctiveness: The BBC is a trusted voice in this area. There are, however, a 
variety of other impartial voices in this market, and the breadth of content offered is 
more limited than elsewhere. 
 
For Relationships it includes these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes: This site promotes informal learning by imparting trusted advice 
and knowledge about relationship issues. 
Market distinctiveness: The BBC’s trusted, impartial and serious tone is distinctive in 
this field. The site is designed for a broad audience, whereas market alternatives are 
more focused on a single demographic. Other sites make much more use of 
interactive elements. 
 
The BBC notes: 
 
• The BBC’s Food, Gardening and Homes sites are almost unique in being non-

subscription and not ad-funded thus guaranteeing the delivery of impartial 
information and advice (the RHS is the only non-commercial comparator site). 
The Lifestyle sites as a whole play a unique role in hosting learning campaigns 
like Family Wanted in Parenting and HIV in Health. 

• The BBC’s Food and Gardening sites make greater and more innovative use of 
video than the closest comparator sites. However, it is an important point that the 
comparator sites most closely resembling the BBC’s offer are from the BBC’s 
commercial subsidiaries: BBC Good Food, UKTV Food and BBC Gardeners’ 
World. 

• New investment in the Homes and Relationships sites was discontinued in 
response to the Graf Report. 

• As part of implementing BBC Vision’s online strategy the Lifestyle portfolio is 
currently undergoing a refresh. The initial aim is to rationalise activity and to bring 
an even greater degree of product focus to the sites. Over the next period the 
BBC expects to build on existing innovative offers like Get Cooking to deliver a 
suite of online tools and products closely mapped to user needs and the public 
purposes, whilst programmes will be better served as part of the new architecture 
with a page for every episode 

• Lifestyle priorities include a much richer community offer; a focus on driving 
between Lifestyle pages and the wider BBC portfolio and minimising duplication 
across the portfolio of sites from the BBC both public service and commercial. 
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A7. 
Science & Nature 

 
The Science & Nature website incorporates both programme-related material, largely 
for television, and genre-based content indigenous to the internet. Originally 
separate, the Science and Nature sites were merged in 2004, to help broaden user 
awareness of the full extent of the offer in these subject areas. The BBC did not seek 
to be comprehensive here, but developed a strategy focusing on strong core themes 
(outlined below) supported by a proactive policy of judiciously chosen related links 
and partnerships (internal and external). This has equipped the site to extend the 
value of the BBC’s science and natural history programming and further complement 
it with a range of resources from groundbreaking interactive applications to mass 
participation experiments.  

These include Supergoose (live goose tracking supported by the Wildfowl & 
Wetlands Trust) and Springwatch – Signs of Spring Survey (working with the 
Woodland Trust & UK Phenology Network), Climate Change Experiment (developed 
for the BBC by climate scientists, led by Oxford University, using the Met Office 
climate model). These mutually supportive partnerships enable access to the highest 
level of external expertise which, in concert with the BBC’s cross-platform 
capabilities, can deliver premium services while reducing cost as a result of shared 
resources. The success of these endeavours and the high level of value returned and 
reported by users are now informing the momentum and evolution of the overall BBC 
Science and Natural History offers. 
 
bbc.co.uk/sn forms a central part of the online knowledge-building offer from the BBC 
and reflects its ambition to be an integral part of the cultural and intellectual fabric of 
UK society and underpin the literacy of the UK population. Science and Nature seeks 
to play its part in opening up the worlds of science and natural history in ways that 
demonstrate not only their importance but also their excitement and relevance to 
everyday life. In particular, it aims to support scientific literacy: including an 
understanding of the workings of the planet, the natural world, man and the 
relationships between them; the scientific method; the key scientific advances 
shaping the modern world and those at the heart of contemporary debate. 
 
The site seeks to connect with as many people as possible and in so doing create a 
wide variety of knowledge forms with formats and tones tailored to appeal to different 
audiences. Beyond disseminating knowledge it seeks to equip people with the 
capacity to question and challenge as well as passively consume. The interactive 
capabilities at the heart of the BBC’s online presence are ideally suited to deliver on 
that ambition. 
 
Summary of Content 
 
All the Science and Nature sites combine broadcast-related and free-standing 
content.  They build on the profile of television brands and personalities maximising 
value for money in existing content and supplementing it with new content and 
interactive features. That might involve something small like the pop-up desktop 
guide Mini Oddie which runs before, during and to a set point after the transmission 
of all Bill Oddie series as an information alert e.g. around webcam activity, invitations 
to join surveys. An approach on an entirely different scale is Nature UK which 
launched in October 2007 bringing together existing elements from television, radio 
and the internet into a growing navigable database of content. 
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Throughout Science and Nature, sites link to information about related television and 
radio programmes and have an overt policy of providing other relevant internal and 
external links.  The main sites within the portfolio are: 
 
Animals: www.bbc.co.uk/nature/animals/ main elements include: Planet Earth (with 
Planet Earth Explorer enabling users to explore the world through broadband Flash 
video navigating by the interactive globe, or by theme); Birds; Mammals; UK Wildlife 
(with Nature UK a unique and evolving interactive database of content about UK 
fauna and flora which will also support all related content from the Where I Live sites 
from 2008 and Breathing Places, Springwatch and Autumnwatch); Sea Life; 
Wildfacts; Conservation; Pets and Children’s Zone. 
 
Prehistoric Life: www.bbc.co.uk/sn/prehistoric_life/ main elements include: Age of 
the Dinosaurs (with Dinosaur World a prehistoric landscape game in 3D); Human 
Beginnings 
 
Human Body and Mind: www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/ main elements 
include: The Mind (with psychological tests and surveys); The Body (with the 
Interactive Body games); Brain Sex; Sleep 
 
Space: www.bbc.co.uk/science/space/ main elements include: Solar System; My 
Space; Play Space; Life?; Exploration; Deep Space; Origins; Stars; Space Chat 
 
Hot Topics: wide range of topical articles from Alcohol to Artificial Intelligence; from 
Climate Change to Cooking 
 
Television and Radio Follow Up: the current home of specific promotional 
programme support pages and profiles for key personalities e.g. David Attenborough, 
Bill Oddie, Patrick Moore and Alan Titchmarsh. 
 
Dimensions pages: These pages bring together content from across the site by type 
rather than subject, e.g. games, screensavers, message boards, articles etc. 
 
News stories and Science & Nature Newsletter subscription: Integrated into the 
site to bring topical information to users throughout the week. 
 
Online content is delivered in a variety of forms, and with a range of interactivity 
options, including: 
 

• text 
• images 
• streaming video clips 
• links to download video whole 

programmes via iPlayer 
• message boards 
• user-generated content 
• games and interactive 

applications  

• vodcasts (as part of a trial now 
ended) 

• streaming audio 
• email newsletters 
• email submission forms  
• database-driven content 
• links to external sites 
• text and video for mobile 

 
Target Audience 
 
The main target audience for Science and Nature is broad and content is focused 
and written for adults with a genuine interest in, but not necessarily well developed 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/animals/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/prehistoric_life/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/space/
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understanding of, all the subjects covered.  Key related audience groups include 
higher level enthusiasts and hobbyists and their needs are catered for within specific 
projects and subject treatments or via deeper linking, often to external agencies e.g. 
areas within Space.  

 
Content is written to be accessible to younger people but as the BBC’s children’s 
offering covers this subject via www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/wild/) the site does not 
specifically focus on children. However to maximise awareness of the overall BBC 
offer the sites are aligned and a number of campaigns have been jointly developed. 
For example Springwatch worked with CBBC and CBeebies, and the latter used 
Balamory characters to engage a much younger audience. 
 
Science & Nature – Key Facts 
• Approximately 350 individual items of audiovisual content are present on the site 

at any given time.48 
Usage and Performance  
• Science and Nature receives over 450,000 average weekly unique users49. It 

peaks very much higher due to seasonal variations, in particular, coinciding with 
Springwatch and Autumnwatch. 

• The Climate Change Experiment application was downloaded by 250,000 people. 
• 750,000 completed tests were submitted to Sex ID. 
• Springwatch received in excess of 20 million page impressions. 
Outcomes 
• The Climate Change Experiment was the BBC’s first distributed computing 

experiment. The results generated were sufficient for the experiment to merit its 
own television programme. 

• Up to 20 scientific papers were produced on the back of data derived from the 
Sex ID test results. 

• Springwatch has been one of the BBC’s most successful pan-platform projects 
ever and has achieved considerable impact in itself. It has also driven active 
participation by the audience through outreach partnerships in their own local 
area and the associated Breathing Places campaign. 

• Springwatch delivered the most substantial continuous web streaming ever by 
the BBC. 

 
Science & Nature and the Public Purposes 
 
The BBC’s Public Purposes have knowledge-building at their heart and the Science 
and Nature genres are crucial in delivering them. 
 
Almost by definition the content of Science and Nature plays a substantial role in 
promoting education and learning. It provides information in a variety of formats 
designed to engage as wide an audience as possible in informal learning with the 
overarching intent of not merely handing on information but developing 
understanding. It enables audiences to learn in whichever way is most attractive to 
them from reading text, to watching video and more active learning via applications 
such as the Interactive Human Body or the Baryonyx Mystery dinosaur detective 
game. Much of its content contributes to more formal learning opportunities online 
developed with the BBC’s Learning department. Science and Nature engages 
experts in every field to provide content and test the quality of its output. However, it 

                                                
48 Figures for A/V content are indicative: volume is difficult to measure precisely as a result of 
dynamic content; audiovisual elements embedded in Flash applications and so on. 
49 Sage E-metrics, September 2007 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/wild/
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goes far beyond simply providing learning materials. Science and Nature has led the 
way for the BBC in working with the academic community and the audience in 
delivering results that actually build learning. For example, Sex ID provided an online 
test based on a series of visual challenges and questions set by psychologists to 
determine sex difference in the human brain. As many as 20 research papers have 
been written using the results collated, thus enabling the audience not only to 
participate in learning themselves but to contribute to the sum of world knowledge.  
 
Science and Nature provides a source of impartial news and information helping 
citizens to make sense of their world and thus contributing to the purpose of 
sustaining citizenship and civil society. The Climate Change Experiment enabled 
users to contribute to the national debate on climate change via their input to a 
downloadable program developed with Oxford University and the BBC Weather 
Centre. Over 250,000 joined this mass participation experiment. Many thousands 
more have been encouraged to engage with their world via the Breathing Places 
campaign (tied into pan-platform Springwatch and Autumnwatch events). An online 
database of UK places has been developed in partnership with Natural England and 
a range of related organisations like RSPB and the Wildlife Trusts to enable users to 
find year-round local wildlife activities easily. BBC television output promotes this 
offer throughout the year. 
 
Engaging audiences in the wildlife of their own areas contributes to a celebration of 
our cultural heritage. The Science and Nature offer has also sought to stimulate 
creativity in its support for the BBC’s Creative Archive trial. This year-long mixed 
genre trial began by offering BBC radio content free for the audience to download, 
manipulate and share. Natural History was the next genre to contribute. It provided 
material and accessible editing ideas and applications in the largest section of the 
trial – the award-winning Open Earth Archive. 
 
Springwatch, Autumnwatch and the Breathing Places initiative are all integrated with 
the local Where I Live sites on bbc.co.uk serving to reflect the UK’s nations, 
regions and communities. The recent launch of Nature UK 
www.bbc.co.uk/earth/nature/uk/ maps the BBC’s natural history content onto the 
British Isles in an interactive database enabling users to explore the flora and fauna 
of any region in video, audio and text bringing together all the BBC’s content from 
around the UK.  
 
The BBC’s Natural History Unit has always served to bring the world to the UK. 
The Science and Nature site is no different packed with information about habitats 
and ways of life from all continents. The international perspective of the offer will be 
greatly enriched with the new Earth Portal initiative, combining content with 
broadband applications to deliver a richer experience for users.  Already some of the 
best of the BBC’s Natural History international content is delivered online via the 
Planet Earth Explorer. Users can travel the earth in broadband video navigating by 
theme or by the interactive globe and saving clips into a personal space to view 
again. 
 
Technical innovation of this kind has been a feature of the development of the site 
demonstrating the benefit of emerging communication technologies. Recent 
experiments with new forms have included Big Cat Diary narrative mobisodes telling 
the ongoing story of the cats on mobile and broadband and vodcasts of Orang 
Diaries and Horizon as part of the vodcasting trial, now discontinued.   
 
 
 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/earth/nature/uk/
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Science & Nature – Selected Awards 
• Climate Change Experiment – Prix Europa Winner – Internet 2007, Interactive 

BAFTA Nominee – 2007; BIMA Nominee – Integrated Campaign 2007 
• Open Earth Archive – Interactive BAFTA Winner – Special Innovation 2006 
• Springwatch – Royal Television Society Winner – Education: Multimedia 2006; 

Royal Television Society Winner – Education: Campaigns 2006; New Media Age 
Winner – Best use of the Web 2006; Japan Prize Finalist – 2006. 

• Breathing Places – Royal Television Society Nominee – Education: Campaigns 
2006 

• Planet Earth – BIMA Nominee – Best Website 2006 
• How To Sleep Better – NMA ‘Grand Prix’ Winner – 2005; BIMA Nominee – 

Integrated Campaign 2005 
• Human Body and Mind – Webby Award Winner – Education: 2004; BIMA 

Nominee – Education and Training 2004. 
• Life of Mammals – Wildscreen Panda Interactive Award – 2004 
 
Science & Nature and the Public Service Characteristics 
 
This section explores how BBC online Science and Nature content portrays the 
public service characteristics – distinctive, innovative, high quality, original, 
challenging, engaging and nurturing UK talent. 
 
The BBC’s approach is user centred and has led to a distinctive clear and simple 
direction to site design and a much wider range of interactive applications and tools 
than other similar sites. The BBC’s unique combination of cross-platform presence, 
audience relationship, brands, talent and creative resources enable us to provide a 
service with a breadth of audience appeal that others cannot. Building on the BBC’s 
television programming enables us to offer a much richer audiovisual experience 
than any comparable site. 
 
Science and Nature has pioneered the trend of using mass participation to achieve 
unique and genuine scientific research in Sex ID, the National Memory Survey (with 
Radio 4) and The Climate Change Experiment, the latter winning the international 
Prix Europa in 2007. This pairing of mass audiences with world class scientists 
demonstrates a distinctive role that the BBC can play in this space. In addition, the 
sheer scale, range and depth of the BBC’s offer are unmatched. 
 
There is a strong history of innovation around online content in the Science and 
Nature areas and this remains a focus. The Climate Change Experiment, Sex ID, 
Memory, Planet Earth Explorer, Breathing Places, Springwatch Survey and 
Supergoose all demonstrate novel approaches to their subjects. The recently 
launched Nature UK is potentially the first iteration of the larger Earth Portal project. It 
is leading the way for the development of similar database products across the BBC 
which together will serve to maximise the value of the BBC’s television and radio 
content. The Open Earth Archive won an Interactive BAFTA for Special Innovation in 
2006. 
 
The BBC aims to draw upon emerging technology but always seek to couple 
innovation with high production values - for example with the High Definition clips 
delivered over broadband for Planet Earth which were the some of the first of their 
kind for the BBC. All of the BBC’s sites are developed to the highest quality in 
consultation with academics, experts in their field, external partners and 
internationally renowned institutions from the across the world e.g. the universities of 
Oxford, Edinburgh and Middlesex; award-winning Natural History Unit production 
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teams in the field and wildlife Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs). The 
audience recognises the quality of the output of Science and Nature sites, for 
example Human Body received an Appreciation Index of 80 and Net Promoter score 
of 48 (18 points above the average for sites on bbc.co.uk as a whole) in the most 
recent report50. 
 
The Science and Nature online presence works hard to deliver original material 
taking the story of the BBC’s television content further. In 2006 the Wildfowl and 
Wetlands Trust worked in collaboration with Springwatch to track ten Light-bellied 
Brent Geese through a complete migratory cycle from their wintering grounds in 
Northern Ireland to their breeding grounds in the Canadian Arctic and back again.  
Using innovative mobile animal tracking technology users were able to follow the 
journey continuously online. In another example, the Sex ID test launched online 
before the related television programme and provided raw data on which the final 
show was based. 
 
The BBC’s Science & Nature services support the ability of audiences to challenge 
themselves and learn from all aspects of the BBC’s output and from their own 
experience. Many projects in themselves offer new experiences – from participation 
in mass experiments like Climate Change to calls to action in the real world in 
Breathing Places. The aim when developing such projects is to render credible 
science highly accessible, so the user can learn and return real value to the subject. 
 
Anecdotal evidence has suggested for some time that audiences want more active 
engagement with knowledge-building programming. That has now been 
demonstrated by the large numbers taking part in mass participation campaigns. 
Audience engagement is also shown in the popularity of interaction in the form of 
message boards, subscriptions to newsletters, emails and texts in to live 
programmes.  
 
The effective engagement of audiences with new approaches to delivering content 
was proven by the popularity of the Open Earth Archive with a large number of 
requests for more content since the trial ended. The trial served to nurture UK talent 
enabling users to explore their own creativity using the resource of some of the 
BBC’s most striking natural history content. A small, but vociferous, community 
calling for its return has been Video Jockeys (VJs) who were using the content to 
create their own natural history video backdrops to music. 
 
Human Capital – Review of bbc.co.uk’s Distinctiveness 
Human Capital’s review of Science and Nature output includes these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes: The site provides educational content in an entertaining 
manner, which engages users, encourages debate, and promotes education and 
learning. It also informs us about our planet, bringing the UK to the world and the 
world to the UK.  
Market distinctiveness: The BBC site stands out in a competitive market for its clear 
design, wide appeal, and range of tools (including the innovative Planet Earth 
Explorer). 
 
The BBC notes: 
• The BBC welcomes the report’s observations regarding the distinctiveness, range 

and quality of its science and nature output online. 

                                                
50 Net Promoter Q3 07 
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A8. 
Society & Culture 

 
The Society and Culture portal was developed to offer users a direct route to the 
breadth of socially and culturally relevant content available across bbc.co.uk on the 
BBC’s History, Arts, Religion & Ethics online sites, and links to other relevant areas 
of the site.    The quality of this output is recognised both by users, via high rates of 
user return and Net Promoter scores, and by the industry, via the receipt of awards. 
 
The Society and Culture site supports the wider BBC knowledge-building ambition to 
be an integral part of the cultural and intellectual fabric of UK society.  In particular it 
seeks to promote cultural literacy and an understanding of key historical events and 
their relevance to contemporary life; an appreciation of aesthetics and the key forms 
of artistic expression; some understanding of the world of belief and experience and 
the key religious and anti-religious ideas that shape the modern world.  The unique 
position of the BBC allows for significant contribution in the area of Religion & Ethics, 
offering impartial content and opportunity for debate around topical issues in an open 
and supported environment. 
 
Summary of Content 
 
The History, Arts, and Religion & Ethics sites incorporate both programme-related, 
primarily for television, and genre-based content indigenous to the internet.  They 
build on the profile of radio and television brands and personalities, maximising value 
for money in existing content and supplementing it with new content and interactive 
features, and offer further links to related areas of bbc.co.uk, such as Parenting and 
Science and Nature. 
 
Programme support on the sites significantly extends the value of the BBC’s 
television and radio programmes and enables audiences to deepen their 
understanding of and relationship with the content.  In addition, audiences have 
opportunities for interactive engagement, built around titles such as Picture of Britain, 
The Culture Show and The Big Questions. 
 
The sites also offer a wealth of distinctive, accessible and engaging content to invite 
users to explore further – often linked from related programme output.  Genre-based 
content makes maximum use of the medium, offering innovative interactive tools and 
immersive experiences such as the award winning History game CDX, the evolving 
History Timeline and the interactive Religion & Ethics Civilisations site, among many 
others. 
 
The main sites within the portfolio are: 
 
History: www.bbc.co.uk/history/ main elements and successful sites include:  
• Topics: Ancient History; British History; World Wars and Recent History. Each 

of these key historical topic areas is covered in depth through a mix of text, 
image galleries, animations and interactive games.  

• Resources: Television and Radio (Listings, programme information archive); 
Interactive Content: (Animations, Games, Galleries); British Timeline 
(chronological summaries of key events); Historic Figures (A-Z with short 
biographies); History for Kids (fun and games). 

• Practical History: Archaeology (Excavations, Get Involved, Archaeology 
News); Family History (Bloodlines, Your Photos, Your Region); History Trails 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/
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(structured online interactive courses enabling users to extend their 
understanding of key themes through history like ‘the church and state’, ‘history 
of conquest’ or ‘how historians work’) 

• WW2 People’s War www.bbc.co.uk/ww2peopleswar/ a unique archive of World 
War II memories in text and pictures. Written by the public and gathered by the 
BBC it is available on bbc.co.uk but now also forms a permanent national 
resource hosted by the British Library. 

• Every Square Mile www.everysquaremile.co.uk a groundbreaking BBC pilot 
project to create a 'people's history' in the area of Runnymede and Woking and 
capable of expanding across the whole of the UK. The site asks the public to 
help us capture the events, personalities, legends and landmarks that make the 
area unique.  

 
Religion & Ethics www.bbc.co.uk/religion/ main elements include:  
• Religions: wide-ranging database with information on major and minor 

religions from around the world incorporating history, beliefs, religious music, 
symbolism, holy days and key exponents through history;  

• Ethical issues: collection of articles on topical issues from abortion to torture. 
• Civilisations: interactive application exploring the rise and fall of empires  
• Multi-faith Calendar: interactive calendar with key dates for all major religions 
• Prayer Calculator: enables you to work out daily times for Islamic prayer 
• Faith in your area: interactive map with information on areas of the UK  
• Quizzes: to test your knowledge of religion 
• BBC radio and Televisionn guide to related programmes and links to listen or 

watch 
• Message boards on a variety of religious and ethical topics 

 
Arts: www.bbc.co.uk/arts/ gateway to visual arts, literature, culture and getting 
creative on the BBC. Main elements include: 
• Arts: links to online picture galleries; reviews of exhibitions; digital and 

interactive art section; art resources for young people on bbc.co.uk; curated 
links to external art sites. 

• Books: links to book reviews and articles; poetry section; creative writing 
resources for young people on bbc.co.uk; sites supporting aspiring writers on 
bbc.co.uk; links to related television and radio programmes sites; links to 
external literary sites. 

• Getting involved: user generated visual art gallery and user review section 
plus links to message boards and cultural listings from the Where I Live sites.  

• Television and Radio guide 
• Collective: www.bbc.co.uk/dna/collective/ linked to extensively from within the 

Arts section, Collective is a standalone interactive culture magazine containing 
features and reviews on music, films, games, art and books. It encourages 
users to register to join the community and submit reviews. 

 
Online content is delivered in a variety of forms, and with a range of interactivity 
options, for example: 

• text 
• images 
• streaming video clips 
• links to download video whole 

programmes via iPlayer 
• vodcasts (as part of a trial now 

discontinued) 

• streaming audio 
• votes 
• email newsletters 
• email submission forms 
• message boards 
• user-generated content 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/ww2peopleswar/
http://www.everysquaremile.co.uk
http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/collective/
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• games and interactive 
applications 

• database-driven content 

• links to external sites 
• text and video for mobile. 

 
Target Audience 
 
The History, Arts, Religion & Ethics sites are directed at a wide-ranging target 
audience.  Each site also provides content tailored for particular demographics, 
especially younger audiences and children. Arts points to stimulating creative content 
for children from across bbc.co.uk; while within History, the History for Kids section 
offers animations, games and interactive guides for school age children. The multi-
award winning CDX game is designed for the under 35 audience and the Death in 
Sakkara game reached an audience with an average age half that of the audience to 
the television series it accompanied. History also addresses older audiences: the 
Family History site is particular attractive to retirees and WW2 People’s War sought 
contributions from all those who had experienced the Second World War to build a 
unique and invaluable archive for the nation. 
 
Society & Culture – Key Facts 
• Approximately 150 items of audiovisual content appear on the History site at any 

given time.51 
Usage and Performance  
• History, Religion & Ethics and the Society & Culture portal combined receive 

around 470,000 average weekly unique users52. This can peak very much higher 
due to seasonal variations. 

• Page views to Religion & Ethics have tripled since 2005. 
• At its peak, 140,000 users were visiting WW2 The People’s War site each month. 
• Family History is the most popular part of the History site and World War II is the 

most popular single topic area. 
• British History Timeline, Nazi Genocide Timeline and the Bloodlines: Family 

History gateway are the most heavily used resources. 
Outcomes 
• History is the second most referenced BBC site from Wikipedia (after News) 
• Religion & Ethics appears top in Google search results for the following key 

searches: Islam, Christianity, Judaism, and Hinduism and in the top 3 for these: 
Religion, Sikhism, and Buddhism. 

• The People’s War gathered 45,000 user-generated primary source stories from 
World War II. The resulting archive is the largest memory gathering project ever 
undertaken anywhere in the world and will be permanently housed at the British 
Library for future generations to use.  

• 90,000 over 65s said they had started or would start to use the internet following 
attendance at a People’s War event.  

• 85,000 images were submitted by users to the Picture of Britain online gallery. 
• 1 million messages were sent in to Danny Wallace’s How To Start Your Own 

Country. This project captured audience imagination to such an the extent that 
self-generated communities appeared with public gatherings in cities around the 
UK. 

                                                
51 Figures for A/V content are indicative: volume is difficult to measure precisely as a result of 
dynamic content; audiovisual elements embedded in Flash applications and so on. 
52 Arts unique users are not included as it is not currently measured as a separate site in the Sage 
reporting tool. Overall unique users for Society and Culture are therefore higher than the figures 
quoted. 
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• CDX has won multiple awards and being nominated for many more. It is being 
showcased by Adobe, the creators of the Flash program, as an example of 
cutting edge Flash design. 

 
Society & Culture and the Public Purposes 
 
The BBC’s Public Purposes have knowledge-building at their heart and the Society & 
Culture genres are crucial in delivering them. 
 
At every level throughout the Society & Culture portal the BBC seeks to promote 
education and learning using a range of techniques for a range of users: from those 
with a casual interest to the dedicated enthusiast. Religion and History provide 
accessible guides to all the major religions and their associated beliefs and to the key 
eras in British and world history, ancient and modern. They work hard to develop 
highly engaging interactive resources that help build learning and address major 
historical themes like Conquest through to Civilisations, an application which uses 
web technology to reveal the sweep of historical forces and the rise and fall of great 
empires and ideas over 5000 years. Civilisations also enables personalisation - 
encouraging the user to customise the application to show the things that interest 
them most. More informal learning is achieved through groundbreaking narrative 
gaming such as CDX and Death in Sakkara. The Society and Culture sites have 
collaborated with BBC Learning on a number of projects from Coast to WW2 
People’s War. 
 
The Recent History topic area is an example of the genre’s contribution to 
sustaining citizenship and civil society, helping users to make sense of their world 
with in-depth discussion of key modern events like September 11, The Troubles in 
Northern Ireland and Conflict in Iraq. The discussion of topical ethical issues in online 
articles within Religion also supports this purpose, as does coverage of beliefs such 
as Creationism. The information about different religious groups promotes mutual 
understanding and contributes therefore to social cohesion. Audiences are 
encouraged to engage further by discussing issues on the message boards for 
Religion and The Moral Maze. In capturing personal memories, contributors to WW2 
People’s War and to the new pilot project Every Square Mile are both deepening their 
engagement with the world and helping others to make sense of it. 
 
Mass participation memory share projects of this kind serve to celebrate our 
cultural heritage, as do many other diverse experiences within History, Art, Religion 
& Ethics. Examples range from The Power of Art site – developed in partnership with 
the Arts Council, where users can see galleries of paintings inspired by major artists 
in locations around the UK via an interactive map, and watch videos of experts 
debating the nature of the artist’s inspiration – to Coast where users were invited to 
take a series of walks around coastal towns by accessing an audio guide on their 
mobile phone with directions and information on key landmarks at the location. The 
coverage of religions too celebrates their cultural contribution to Britain with audio 
and video of religious music in the Christianity section while online galleries present 
artists past and present in Arts and Collective. Personal creativity is sponsored by 
the Arts site with links to a wide range of art and writing resources around bbc.co.uk 
and an interactive poetry-making kit in DIY Poetry. 
  
The UK’s nations, regions and communities are reflected in listings of arts and 
cultural events on the Where I Live sites and via the Faith in your area interactive 
map pointing to local resources like the History of Religion in Wales Timeline. If 
successful, the Every Square Mile ‘people’s history’ pilot will be extended across the 
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UK. Already the Liverpool European City of Culture Committee has asked to use it as 
the key social history resource. Religion gives a point of access to the BBC for UK 
faith communities that often feel marginalised: those that get little coverage on radio 
and television find they have a real and valued presence on bbc.co.uk/religion. 
Atheists too, value their presence on the site. 
 
Genres in Society & Culture are increasingly demonstrating the benefit of 
emerging communication technologies by offering features on mobile internet: 
from the award-winning Coast audio guides to On This Day which is proving very 
popular as bite-sized history for your handset. Portable poems have also been 
delivered with the Romantics podcasts which enabled users to download readings of 
20 classics.  History is the first of the BBC knowledge building sites to introduce 
social bookmarking enabling users to store or share a link to a particular page via 
social networks. The first fortnight saw 3,000 bookmarks for pages on History 
established on del.icio.us alone. 
 
Society & Culture – Selected Awards 
• British History Timeline - BIMA Nominee - Arts & Culture 2007 
• CDX – BIMA Nominee – Online Game 2007, Entertainment 2007; Royal 

Television Society Nominee – Innovation: Raising the Bar 2007; YDA London 
Design Festival Winner – Best Interactive Website 2007; Flashforward Winner – 
Best Game 2007; Mipcom Mobile and Internet TV Nominee – Factual Shortform 
AV 2007; Cannes Lions Shortlist – Best Game 2007; D&AD Nominee – Gaming 
2007; South by South West Nominee – Amusement 2007; Royal Television 
Society Winner – Education: Multimedia 2006 

• How to Start Your Own Country – BAFTA Winner, New Media Developer 2006 
• Death in Sakkara – New Media Age Winner – Entertainment 2006; Flashforward 

Winner – Best Game 2006; BIMA Nominee – Entertainment 2006; South by 
South West Nominee – Amusement 2006. 

• bbc.co.uk/religion  - Andrew Cross Commended - 2006 
• Coast Mobile – Royal Television Society Nominee – Education: Multimedia 2006; 

BIMA Nominee – Best use of Mobile 2006; Royal Television Society Winner – 
Technology: Content Delivery 2005; Royal Television Society Winner – 
Technology: Consumer Electronics 2005; Royal Television Society Nominee – 
Technology Content Management 2005 

• Coast Mobile – BIMA Nominee – Best use of Mobile 2006 
• Digital Picture of Britain – Royal Television Society Nominee – Technology: 

Content Management 2005 
• London Journeys – BIMA Nominee – Education and Training 2005 
• WW2 People’s War – Webby Award Nominee – Events 2005; Prix Europa 

Nominee – Interactive Non-Fiction 2004 
• Death in Rome – Prix Europa Nominee – Interactive Fiction 2004 
 
Society & Culture and the Public Service Characteristics 
 
This section explores how BBC online Society & Culture content portrays the public 
service characteristics – distinctive, innovative, high quality, original, challenging, 
engaging and nurturing UK talent.  
 
The range of historical, arts, religious and ethical areas covered on bbc.co.uk in itself 
renders the offer distinctive. No other site attempts such breadth and only specialist 
sites can compete with the depth of the BBC’s coverage in these areas. The quality 
and variety of media employed on the sites is also unmatched with the BBC able to 
draw on a wealth of audio and audiovisual source material and prepared to take risks 
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in developing innovative propositions like the award-winning Death in Sakkara. Most 
religious or ethical sites in the UK and the wider world are devoted to promoting a 
particular faith or viewpoint. Religion is different in covering a wide range of belief, 
non-belief and ethical argument. The guaranteed impartiality of the BBC means it can 
be trusted by a diverse audience to treat these highly sensitive issues with accuracy 
and fairness. The BBC’s ability to invest in public service projects without a 
commercial imperative has led to the creation of a resource of national importance in 
WW2 People’s War. 
 
Following in the footsteps of this project, Every Square Mile is the latest innovative 
approach to mass participation in user-generated history telling. Both of these 
projects are only possible because of the scale of the BBC’s audience and the 
unique place it holds in British cultural life. The Digital Picture of Britain Viewers’ 
Gallery was also an example of innovation possible because of the BBC’s ability to 
generate mass response, in this case to deliver a cross-platform campaign. An 
editorial and technical first with BBC engineers developing software to automatically 
generate an interactive television video stream comprising content voted for by the 
audience online from images submitted to bbc.co.uk. It was nominated in both the 
Content Delivery and Content Management categories of the RTS Technology 
Awards. This year, the narrative gaming experience CDX has been nominated in the 
Raising The Bar category of the Royal Television Society’s Innovation awards. 
 
The number of awards and nominations is evidence of the perceived high quality of 
output in these genres and is also reflected in their audience scores. History 
registered Appreciation Index of 76 and Net Promoter of 36 in the last quarter53, both 
significantly above the bbc.co.uk average.  
 
The commitment to extend the value of the BBC’s offer in ways unique to the 
medium has lead to original features such as Religion’s interactive Multifaith 
Calendar with key dates for all the major religions or the Prayer Calculator which 
enables you to work out the daily times for Islamic prayer at most locations in the UK. 
In Arts the commitment has led to the championing of a new form: animated poetry. 
Originality in direct support of programming has also been delivered with the award-
winning Coast Mobile creating a platform appropriate interpretation of the television 
show it accompanied. 
 
Throughout the sites audiences are challenged: to test their assumptions and 
prejudices or to take quizzes to test their knowledge within Religion; to play a range 
of demanding narrative games or to embark on a History Trail course online in 
History; to write their own poetry with DIY Poetry; to join the Collective community 
and submit a review, or to contribute to writing a people’s history of the UK. 
 
Participation is a key theme across sites with a focus on driving audience 
engagement.  Religion provides a range of tools to engage the audience such as 
Civilisations.  Projects such as Picture of Britain, People’s War and How To Start 
Your Own Country have all become greater than the sum of their parts through mass 
participation. When The Design Museum and The Culture Show asked viewers to 
vote for their favourite British product design in The Great British Design Quest it 
increased traffic to The Culture Show’s website by 3000%. The BBC is continuing to 
look for ways that its multiplatform activity can drive large-scale engagement.. 
  
The BBC also works closely with the independent new media production sector, 
nurturing UK talent, for example on projects which represent significant external 
                                                
53 bbc.co.uk Pulse, Q3 07 
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investment such as CDX with Preloaded and Restoration, which was entirely 
produced by Endemol.  
 
Human Capital – Review of bbc.co.uk’s Distinctiveness 
Human Capital’s review of Society & Culture output is divided into Arts, Religion & 
Ethics and History (it also included Relationships and Disability which the BBC 
reports on as part of Lifestyle and Learning respectively). 
 
For Arts it includes these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes: The site encourages user participation in various creative 
projects, reflects the diversity of UK arts, and informs about cultural events and 
pursuits. 
Market distinctiveness: There is a large and imaginative range of interactive tools in 
the BBC arts site (or linked to it), but other sites have a much greater depth and 
breadth of content. 
 
For Religion & Ethics it includes these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes: The BBC Religion & Ethics site supplies impartial information, 
encourages debate and promotes learning. All religions of the world are treated 
equally and introduced as equally relevant, which reflects UK communities and 
brings the world to the UK. 
Market distinctiveness: The site is informative, impartial and engaging. Some market 
alternatives have more interactivity and a wider range of tools available. 
 
For History it includes these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes: BBC History offers educational content in a fun and accessible 
way. Regional history enables the user to concentrate on the history of a certain area 
in the UK, which reflects the UK’s regions. The BBC site covers world history which 
brings the world to the UK. 
Market distinctiveness: The breadth of topics covered by BBC History, including 
regional history, is unmatched. However, the depth of content is not as great as on 
specialist websites. The interactive game is innovative. 
 
The BBC notes: 
• There is an opportunity to improve Arts coverage on bbc.co.uk and the portfolio is 

undergoing a refresh. 
• Interactivity more broadly is being addressed with the introduction of a more web 

2.0 approach across the BBC’s sites. 
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A9. 
Audio & Music 

 
BBC Audio & Music has long recognised the potential of the internet to position radio 
as a medium for a thriving digital future and has had a significant online presence 
since 2000, playing a leading role in helping the UK radio industry adapt to the 
advent of the internet.  Offering audiences to radio and music television programmes 
increased access, control, convenience and enhancements, deepens their 
relationship with favourite stations, programmes and presenters.  The BBC’s Audio & 
Music online portfolio is a suite of websites and products designed to complement 
and extend the output of its UK-wide radio services (Radios 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 live plus 
digital-only stations 1Xtra, 6 Music, Asian Network, BBC 7 and 5 live Sports Extra) 
and the BBC’s music offering on radio and television.   
 
BBC radio listening remains healthy, but online listening is increasing dramatically, as 
more and more people choose to access radio content on demand by listening to an 
online stream or a download.  In September 2007 there were 16.1 million on-demand 
listening requests via the Radio Player, 14.9 million live listening hours, and 10.4 
million MP3 downloads.   
 
Summary of Content 
 
The Audio & Music portfolio as a whole seeks to reach all audiences with its 34 
websites.  These consist of: 
 
• Sites for all the UK-wide radio stations, including the digital-only services, 

organised under www.bbc.co.uk/radio.  These sites drive the majority of traffic 
to the Audio & Music portfolio and include programme support material, e.g. 
schedule and presenter information.  Key programmes and presenters across 
the radio networks have dedicated mini-sites offering audio highlights, relevant 
information, e.g. music played, guests featured, as well as opportunities for 
interaction, e.g. games, message boards. 

 
• Content related to music organised under www.bbc.co.uk/music, which includes 

album reviews and artist profiles, music event sites such as the Proms, 
Glastonbury, the Electric Proms, BBC television music programmes sites such 
as Later and 7 Ages of Rock, and sites for performing groups such as the BBC 
orchestras and singers. 

 
• ‘About BBC Radio’, at www.bbc.co.uk/radio/info, which gives detailed 

information about how to listen via DAB digital radio, digital television, 
podcasting and the Radio Player.  This area of the site also publishes monthly 
figures detailing the performance of the websites for the UK-wide radio stations.  

 
• The BBC Radio Labs blog at www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/radiolabs showcases 

prototypes and work in progress to solicit feedback from users and share 
knowledge about the digital development of radio 

 
On-demand access to programmes is an important part of the Audio & Music internet 
offering: 
 
• Radio Player makes almost all of the live output of the UK-wide radio stations 

available as live and on demand streams, with rights restrictions preventing a 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio
http://www.bbc.co.uk/music
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/info
http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/radiolabs
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handful of programmes from being streamed.  It is a key means of giving 
licence fee payers better value for money by giving them more opportunities to 
listen to programmes they might otherwise miss. Programmes are organised by 
genre as well as radio station to heighten the impact of content spread across 
different outlets and to introduce listeners to new programmes and stations.  
Radio Player’s integration with iPlayer is due to be completed in spring 2008. 

 
• Downloads and podcasts make a selection of BBC radio output available to 

listen to on-demand which can be transferred to a compatible device, such as 
an MP3 player.  The BBC was the first UK broadcaster to offer a podcast and 
helped to raise awareness and use of a previously niche internet technology 
through the development of a high quality podcast portfolio and its promotion 
on air.  A trial of 50 titles gave way to an expanded offering, following approval 
by the BBC Trust as part of the On Demand PVT.  By the end of the year, there 
will be approximately 150 podcast titles from local and nations radio and the 
World Service as well as the UK-wide radio stations, accounting for some 80 
hours of audio content per week. 

 
• Audio clips streamed on demand are found throughout programme and radio 

station websites and, in a few cases, whole programmes with particular public 
value have been stored, e.g. Radio 4’s In Our Time. 

 
Video content includes clips from music television programmes and live events, 
bespoke feature content for the internet, e.g. 5 live’s Alan Green shot a video diary 
on the opening day of the 2007 football season, and filming radio output, e.g. live 
music sessions or interviews.  This content may be made available on the mobile 
internet and on third party sites, such as YouTube, as well as on the originating radio 
or music site. 
 
BBC Audio & Music commissions a large number of significant editorial and technical 
projects from independent companies, supporting the UK new media industry.  
Examples in the current financial year include: 
 
• The 7 Ages of Rock site www.bbc.co.uk/music/sevenages  
• The Album Review section www.bbc.co.uk/music/artistsalbums  
• Asian Nation www.bbc.co.uk/asiannetwork/asiannation  
• Free Thinking http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio3/freethinking/2007 
• Later redesign www.bbc.co.uk/later  
• 6Music Hub sessions www.bbc.co.uk/6music/events/hub  
• The Archers Family Tree 

www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/archers/whos_who/characters//family.shtml  
• Radio 2 Cambridge Folk Festival  

www.bbc.co.uk/radio2/cambridgefolkfestival/2007  
• The design and build of a fully-functioning, digital radio prototype complete with 

Wi-Fi and social networking capabilities. See: 
http://schulzeandwebb.com/blog/2007/08/20/bbc-olinda-digital-radio-social-
hardware/  

 
 
Improving the performance of bbc.co.uk/music and the BBC’s Audio & Music offering 
as a whole is a key priority for the BBC’s overarching Web 2.0 strategy.  In early 
2008, the Radio 4 website is set to become the first dynamically published Audio & 
Music website, offering navigation and aggregation by subject and person, as well as 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/music/sevenages
http://www.bbc.co.uk/music/artistsalbums
http://www.bbc.co.uk/asiannetwork/asiannation
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio3/freethinking/2007
http://www.bbc.co.uk/later
http://www.bbc.co.uk/6music/events/hub
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/archers/whos_who/characters//family.shtml
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio2/cambridgefolkfestival/2007
http://schulzeandwebb.com/blog/2007/08/20/bbc-olinda-digital-radio-social
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schedule and programme title.  This is a significant infrastructure project that will 
make Radio 4 programmes much more accessible to a wider audience and deliver 
improved programme support as part of the pan-BBC Automated Programme 
Support project and so act as a model for other sites.  Audio & Music will also be 
looking to develop its offering on mobile internet-enabled devices. 
  
The strategy for the BBC’s radio and music content online seeks to make it available 
when and where audiences expect it, tailored to each platform or device; it will be 
easy to find and use and navigate through; and it will offer a highly personalised, two-
way experience where possible and appropriate. 
 
Accessing Content 
 
Users can access Music sites through the listing on the directory on the bbc.co.uk 
homepage, which also contains links to BBC radio stations so that they can listen 
online.  There are mobile internet sites for the UK-wide radio stations and 
bbc.co.uk/music, which reversion basic content available on the PC-based internet, 
e.g. schedule information and audio clips.  Some of the UK-wide radio stations are 
being offered as part of the BBC 3G Streaming trial. 
 
Audio & Music – Key Facts 
• The Audio & Music portfolio has hosted around 300 pieces of music performance 

online since January 2007 around festivals, sessions for radio stations, and 
landmark television programming. 

• Approximately 150 hours of video content has been made available to view from 
January to September 2007.  The projected total by the end of the year is around 
400 hours. 

Outcomes 
• Usage data shows the success of BBC Audio & Music in reaching its audiences 

online: in September 2007, 14.9 million hours of BBC UK-wide radio output was 
consumed live online, whilst 10.4 million programmes were downloaded. The 
websites for UK-wide radio stations attracted 3 million weekly Unique User 
agents. The Archers was the most popular programme for on-demand listening. 

• BBC Audio & Music supports the UK new media industry – there have been 45 
independent commissions in the current financial year. 

• In October 2007 there were over 1 million page impressions on radio and music 
sites via mobile54. 

 
Audio & Music and the Public Purposes 
 
Audio & Music’s sites help sustain citizenship and civil society by encouraging 
debate and interaction on important current issues via message boards (e.g. Today, 
5 live, Asian Network, and 1Xtra), blogs and other interactive tools. There are also 
sites supporting social action campaigns, one example can be seen at: 
www.bbc.co.uk/radio2/life2live/contact.shtml). 
 
Audio & Music promotes education and learning through a number of websites 
offering extensive, permanent information and research resources covering many 
disciplines, including science (e.g. The Memory Experience), arts (e.g. The Making of 
Music), life-learning/wellbeing (e.g. OneLife) and philosophy (e.g. the philosophy 
resource associated with In Our Time).  
 

                                                
54 Sage E-metrics 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio2/life2live/contact.shtml
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Audio & Music contributes to stimulating creativity and cultural excellence online 
in a number of ways, from providing information and advice on how to start and 
develop a career in music, e.g. One Music www.bbc.co.uk/radio1/onemusic, to 
harnessing user contributions and involvement to develop radio output.  This 
encompasses the now routine interactions via email, message boards and blogs that 
contribute to programmes for all audiences across all radio stations every day, to 
specific initiatives, e.g. the showcase for new music, BBC Introducing 
www.bbc.co.uk/music/introducing, or the competition for users to design images for 
the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy game on the Radio 4 website in 2005. 
 
The portfolio of radio sites online reflect the UK’s nations, regions and 
communities, with sites supporting local radio stations around the UK, and 
encourage local user engagement.   
 
The internet enables Audio & Music to bring the UK to the world and the world to 
the UK by virtue of the fact that listeners around the world can access BBC radio 
output online and contribute to it via interactive tools, e.g. email, blogs.  This content 
is often reflected on air, enriching radio programmes with perspectives from around 
the world, both routinely as well as when output has an international angle and 
listeners in those locations or with links to them contribute.  
 
The site enables the public to realise the benefit of emerging communications 
technologies by providing new digital users with clear, simple advice on how to 
access BBC content on all digital platforms, including the internet.  This advice is 
available at: www.bbc.co.uk/radio/waystolisten/  
 
Audio & Music – Selected Awards 
• bbc.co.uk/radio 1 - Mental Health in the Media Awards 2007, Raising Public 

Awareness category, in conjunction with Radio 1 and 1Xtra.  
• bbc.co.uk/radio1 – Best Radio Website, Webby 2007 
• bbc.co.uk/radio4/news/pm – Gold Interactive Programme, Sony Award 2007 
• bbc.co.uk/ – 2007 RTS Sports Award for Digital Content for Ashes Interactive, 5 

live in conjunction with BBC Sport.  
• Radio & Music Interactive – Innovation Award, Broadcasting Press Guild, 2006 
• bbc.co.uk/radio1/scottmills – Gold Interactive Programme, Sony Award 2006 
• bbc.co.uk/radio – best of the.net, and Best Audio Site/Service, Webuser, 2005 
• One Music – Webby award recognising excellence on the internet worldwide, 

2005 
• Downloads and podcasts – trial won awards for innovation and best use of a 

digital platform, New Media Age Effectiveness Awards, AOP Awards, 2005 
 
Audio & Music and the Public Service Characteristics 
 
This section explores how the online Audio & Music portfolio portrays the public 
service characteristics – distinctive, innovative, high quality, original, challenging, 
engaging, and nurturing UK talent. 
 
BBC Audio & Music’s online portfolio has a strong track record of being innovative.  
Events such as Glastonbury, the Proms and major sporting events have for a number 
of years been a focus for innovation and experimentation. Radio 1’s Big Weekend 
this year included the Frozen Indigo Angel alternate reality game 
(www.bbc.co.uk/radio1/bigweekend/2007/frozenindigoangel), Flickr streams of 
photographs from the event, and pages on MySpace and Facebook. The website for 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio1/onemusic
http://www.bbc.co.uk/music/introducing
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/waystolisten/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio1/bigweekend/2007/frozenindigoangel
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the BBC Two series Seven Ages of Rock included embeddable video taster clips 
which users could ‘tear–off’ from the website and embed in their own blog or site. 
Audio & Music event offerings often span multiple platforms, e.g. international cricket 
coverage in 2006 and 2007 encompassed the internet, DAB digital radio, digital 
television and mobile phones.   
 
bbc.co.uk/music is working with the open source music data community MusicBrainz 
to integrate its data into the BBC Music site’s database. Audio & Music has also 
added Creative Commons licences to album reviews so they can be easily reused on 
non-BBC websites.  Innovation extends beyond bbc.co.uk – feeds of selected music 
track listings of BBC radio networks and music programmes are now available on the 
music social networking site last.fm.  The download and podcast offering helps 
people access Audio & Music output and discover new programmes and music. 
 
Showcasing and providing greater access to the BBC’s high quality radio output 
across a range of genres is a core part of Audio & Music’s internet offer.  The 
distinctive impact of this offering lies in its range, scope and creativity.  For example, 
the podcast offering encompasses the likes of the Best of Moyles – the most popular 
weekly podcast at 629,000 downloads per month55, helping the BBC reach 
underserved and hard to reach audiences, such as the young – and Peter Day’s 
World of Business – 619,000 downloads per month56 providing informative content to 
a wider audience.  Online music content is delivered in an original and distinctive way 
that takes music to new audiences. The Beethoven Experience in 2005 offered MP3 
downloads of all nine Beethoven symphonies as part of a rich cross-platform offering 
that included detailed programme notes and contextual information, an animated 
score, and user interaction. 
 
BBC Audio & Music produces original and challenging interactive output that 
harnesses the online environment to enhance the BBC’s fulfilment of its public 
purposes.  For instance, the Reith Lectures (http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/reith), a 
distinctive public service proposition, was the first BBC radio series to be made 
available for download in 2005.  In 2007, the BBC’s Economics Editor, Evan Davies, 
built on the value of the lectures by hosting an audio web chat for users to talk to this 
year’s lecturer Jeffrey Sachs from New York.  
 
Audiences find new ways to engage with the BBC through the Audio & Music 
websites, from sharing their photographs from live music events to commenting on 
blogs for programmes as diverse as PM on Radio 4 to Chris Evans on Radio 2.  The 
internet has changed the way radio programmes sound because of this kind of user 
interaction, but it is increasingly changing the way radio programmes are made.  For 
instance, on the fifth anniversary of 9/11 in 2006, 5 live’s Breakfast blog asked 
people where they were on the day and then built an edition of the three-hour 
Breakfast programme around their responses and memories.  Radio 4’s iPM 
programme, launched in November 2006, seeks to engage with the online news 
environment to bring new and different stories to air, using its website to work with 
listeners as the programme develops through the week to shape the eventual 
programme. 
 
Other examples include The Memory Experience in 2006, which invited Radio 4’s 
audience to submit memories to a dedicated website, where users could upload, 
share and browse memories. These were used as part of the biggest ever survey of 
the nation’s memories, in conjunction with Leeds University.  This year, the Asian 
                                                
55 October 2007 
56 October 2007 
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Network launched the Asian Nation project looking at the identity of British Asians 
today through user-generated content in audio, video, images and text and 
developing on air programming around it. 
 
Audio & Music supports and nurtures UK talent, giving new music a chance to 
reach a wider audience. Supporting new artists, Radio 1’s award winning One Music 
site (bbc.co.uk/radio1/onemusic) gives a comprehensive and practical guide to all 
aspects of making music and starting a music career.  Asian Network and 1Xtra’s 
new music initiatives are supported online (www.bbc.co.uk/asiannetwork/friction and 
www.bbc.co.uk/1xtra/features/morestyles/homegrowncuts.shtml and BBC Introducing 
www.bbc.co.uk/music/introducing), launched in 2007, uses the BBC’s network of new 
music shows to give acts the chance a showcase on BBC radio, television and the 
internet. 
 
Human Capital – Review of bbc.co.uk’s Distinctiveness 
 
Human Capital’s review is divided into Radio and Music. 
 
For Radio it included these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes:  The BBC Radio site showcases a large range of BBC Radio 
content and in doing so supports the BBC purposes. 
Market Distinctiveness:  The range of BBC radio stations means that content is 
targeted at a uniquely wide demographic, with a breadth and depth not found 
elsewhere. 
 
For Music it included these observations: 
 
Delivery of purposes:  The music site reflects the UK’s culture and creativity and 
helps educate its audience about music – both from the UK and abroad. 
Market distinctiveness:  The BBC site has an educational and informative approach 
to a wide variety of music that is distinctive in the market.  However its content has 
less depth than is found elsewhere.  It acts more as a directory of music information 
to be found elsewhere on the BBC than a content site in itself. 
 
The BBC notes: 
• bbc.co.uk/music enriches the UK’s cultural life by bringing talent and audiences 

together to break new ground and to celebrate the UK’s cultural heritage. The site 
acts as an extensive ‘one-stop-shop’ directory of information which leads users to 
the many hours of unique music-related content that the BBC produces each 
week (such as sessions, interviews and documentaries) which audiences might 
not otherwise find.  In this respect, the BBC feels the bbc.co.uk/music offer is 
distinct from other players such as AOL music or YouTube. Work is underway to 
improve how the site promotes content produced for music television, and also to 
enhance the breadth and depth of information it makes available to users who 
want to know more about any piece of music they encounter across the BBC. 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/asiannetwork/friction
http://www.bbc.co.uk/1xtra/features/morestyles/homegrowncuts.shtml
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